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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, July 8, 1970

United Press International

25 From Area Attend State
Dairy and Livestock Contest

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

A total of 25 4-H members
from the Purchase Area entered the State Dairy and Livestock Judging Contests held
Tuesday, June 30, at the Coldstream Dairy Center on the
University of Kentucky campus
in Lexington.
Those participating in the
Cecelia
contests
included:
Sims, Alene Paschall, Carol
Hodge, Sandra Stark, Debra
Tucker, Max-its Goately, Lisa
Goatley, Robin Rowland, Johnny Howard, Steve McCuiston,

Vandaism Reported
At High School Site
Vandalism was reported to
equipment at the construction
site of the new Murray High
School building on Doran Road
according to the report made to
the Murray Police Department
this morning at 7:15.
Sgt. Mozell Phillips of the
Police Department said spark
plugs and gauges were broken off
a Caterpillar DW-15 and two
Caterpillar tractors DC-6.
Sheriff Clyde Steele was also
called to the construction site
was
after the vandalism
discovered
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UPI
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New York
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45 36 .566
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2 loaded, nobody out and the Detroit
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And Boston Split The Twins' victory combined
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a total of 11 runs tg on plain old grass.
knock
in
Pearson,
winner
of
the
last
twO
a strong international field
mente saw to that with a home'
Oakland
45
.549
8
/
1
2
sweep
of
its
in
Cleveland
pace
Volunteer
Ni.ection,
In
other
500
Cincinnati
races,
1967 wino--Which has amassed a glittering
run
in' the eighth inning which
Kansas
City
30
50
.375
221
/
2
Washington.
Fosse
had
five
hi
er
blanked
Diego,
San
3-0; San
Richard Petty, Southeastern
array of the world's major
WEEKLY
30 53 .361 24
and four RBIs in the twd Francisco defeated Atlanta, 8-5; broke a 2-2 tie.
500 winners Bobby and Doenie Milwaukee
titles.
The homer was the fifth this
28 55 337 26
games and is now the fifth New York edged St. Louis, 4-3;
Allison, lap record holders Cale Chicago
-Twenty-two British, eight U.S
Tuesday's Results
leading hitter in the AL with a Pittsburgh trimmed Philadel- week for Clemente, and it
Yarborough, Lee Roy Yarbrougt
Opens, five PGA and 10
Itlw 4 Chicago 3, bit
.321 batting average.
phia, 4-2 and Chicago whipped proVided Bob Veale with his
and Bobby Isaaa are among tia
Masters titles have fallen to
sixth victory in 16 decisions
Milw 1 Chicago 0, and
by GARY NANCE
bick Ellsworth, with lour Montreal, 10-7.
members of the 134-strong field
many top names set for the Sun.
Dick Dietz drove in five rum
&ETON — Detroit 4. 1st.
relief
Fred
from
of
innings
Cleveland
Takes
Doubleheader
for the 99th renewal of the
day grind.
with his 18th homer and a
Det 4 Boa 3, and, 10 inns
In
the
American
Stripe has..s are going wild talk to these two very pretty
League,
tournament.
Pearson
qualified his 1969 Cleve 7 Wash 3, 1st
Cleveland swept a doubleheader double to pace the Giants'
Fifteen of those titles were at the Eggners Ferry Bridge girls to see if they were having Ford at a speed of 107.079 mph
Cleve 7 Wash 5, and'
4
any
from
luck.
Washington, 7-3 and 7-5; victory. Willie McCovey and
These
two
girls
these
last
were prior to the SE 500 after Cale
couple of weeks. The
shared by golf's so-called "big
Balt°'6 N.Y. 2, 10 inns
Connie
Milwaukee
defeated Chicago starting pitcher Rich Robertson
Price
from
Dallas, Texas had recorded a 103,432 clip in a
three" of Nicklaus, Arnold fishermen are not just catching
4
Oakland
Minn
2
twice,
4-3,
in
12 innings and 1-0: also homered for the Giants
and
Karen Dackins from Sykes. 1969 Mercury prior to the VolunPalmer and Gary Player. stringer fulls, but rather by the
Kan
City
4
California
3
Baltimore
New York, 6- while Rico Carty hit his 2&•d
downed
Nicklaus now attempts to be bushels, according to Charles too, Mo. and were they having teer 500 of 1969. Ten drivers have
for the Braves.
Probable
Today's
Pitchers
2,
in
10
innings;
Boston beat homer
the first of the somewhat Finney from Murray who has the luck. Fishing at a depth of now run better than 100 miles per
4
(Ali Thnes EDT)
Detroit 8-4; then lost 4-3;
fading trio to win here at St. his share.
11/2 feet in the same spot all of the hour around the high-baiaked
oval, Minnesota (Perry 12-61 at
Andrews. the home of golf.
I did not get to talk to Charles time I watched them pull out ten considered one of the most color- Oakland (hunter 13-5), 10:30
Both he and Palmer have myself but one of the fellows nice Blue Gill and they had ten ful and demanding
in the country. p.m
come desperately close. Nick- out at the store I work for did already in their bucket. For bait
"We started this racing season Kansas City (Drago 8-5) at
laus, the 1966 winner at Tuesday morning and said that these two fLsherladies were using
with a fine race (the SE 500) California (Bradley 0-0), 11
Muirfield, was second behind Mr. Finney- had a bushel
basket Catafa worms and raw bacon. and we bad another great event p.m.
the late Tony Lema in 1964 and full.
FRANKFORT, Ky, (UPI) —
I have to say in all honesty that (the Springnationals)
at
5-12>
(John
for the seco- Chicago
Palmer filled the runnerup rote
As told to me the fish ranged I enjoyed watching them make nd one," said Carrier, "and the Milwaukee (Bolin 1-6), 9 p.m. Bad wind storms in some secwhen Australian Kel Nagle took
(Siebert
from one pound to two pounds their catch as much as I have third (Volunteer 500) also will be Boston
7-5)
at tions of the state and heavy •
the title in the 1960 centenary
boating traffic generally have
anyone, for they were true spor- of high quality,"
Detroit (Lolich 6-10), 9 p.m.
and
all
were
caught
on
willow
year.
tsmen.
Washington (Brunet 8-5) at curtailed fishing, reports the Deflies,
fishing
on
bottom
at
the
Nicklaus is tippecnby many of
Cleveland (Dunning 1-31, 745 partment of Fish and Wildlife
I also had the opportunity to.
his rivals to pull it off and his bridge.
p.m.
Resources in its'early week fishCharles Story of Storey's Food talk to Linda England from Mur- SIGNS CONTRACT
preparation could hardly have
ST
LOUIS (UPI)--Larry New York (Bahnsen 6-6) at ing report.
been more thorough. He spent Giant, went last Sunday night ray who caught a 61.4 poundlarge- Stegent,
the
Texas
The lake-by-lake rundown:
A&M Baltimore (McNally 12-5), 8
bans Wednesday afternoon
five days prier to to&y's and took a friend of his and mouth
running back who as the top p.m.
Dale Hollow — Bluegill fair
opening round touring the caught sixty stripes on Flu flies on a white bomber fishing off of draft choice
Thursday's Games
of the St Louis
to good along deep banks; white
course and added to his past fishing on bottom. His fish weigh- Rocky Points at Cypress Springs Cardinals, has
Chicago at Milw, night
signed
his
bass fair in jumps and by trollResort
at
a
depth
of
15
feet.
at
one
ed
pound
in
to lla pounds,
experience of its terrors, it can
Minn
night
Calif,
contract
at
with
the club. Basic
Cypress Spring Resort and
ing.
Last Sunday some friends of
hold few mysteries now.
Boston
night
at 'Detroit,
agreement had been reached
Kentucky Lake Bluegill excelMany of his rivals were mine and my family went down to Boat Dock reports that bass are last week, but the
exact Wash at Cleve, night
lent in Blood River section; black
praying for the infamous St. the lake for some swimming and tatting good. Herbert Barrow cau- wording of thc
contract had to New York at Bait, night
bass fair to good by casting early
Andrews winds to strengthen.
to have fun. While down there,one ght eight Thursday afternoon be worked out
(Only games scheduled)
and late; below dam — white bass
Lee Trevino, the 1968 U.S. of my friends and I got out my ranging in weight of 2 pounds,.
fair on do-jigs.
1
2pounds. He
Open winner and the choice of fly rod and decided to catch some to 4/
was using
Barkley —Black hses fair to
many, said "the more wind the fish to take home with us. We plastic worm fishing stumps.
good by casting and gaging arbetter. Otherwise big-hitters waded down the lake a good
Crappie are slow but still
tificial nightcraiviers; bluegill
like Nicklaus will belt the hell quarter mile and as luck would biting in 15 feet of water on
out of little guys like me."
fair to good on worms in inlet
have it I caught seven fish and shiners.
Gay Brewer, 1967 Masters only two of them were keepers
and bays; below dam, bluegill
Catfish are fair on bottetn
League:
American
Killebrew,
champion, is the first of the and they were Blue
01% zzwydlyd leaders C 7-8
excellent on crickets,
Gill. Well on night crawlers.
Minn 67. Powell, Balt 65;
leading contenders to tee off. when we arrived back
Major League Leaders
Barren — Bluegill fair on worBlue Gill are doing great on
If you can, you >1 make us 'very sad.
to
the
Horton,
Det
62;
Howard,
Wash
Nicklaus goes in the morning
By United Press International
ms and crickets; clear and stable
spot Mwe we started from I worms at any depth.
Oliva,
60,
Minn
59
Because- we've troubled ourselves no
round too. Defending champion
National
League
at
80.
Ken Lake Boat Dock says for
noticed tato girls standing on a
Pitching
Tony Jacklin of Britain, who
end to hide it from you.. .
G. AB R. H Pct.
Nolln
—
Bluegill
good
on
all you people to come and catch
worms
small
private
National
dock
fishing.
SO
League:
Merritt, Cin
won the U.S. Open last month,
Carty, Atl
80 288 64 108 375
in upper section; black bass fair
Our quest for the invisible Volkswagen
out of curiosity I walked over to some hags. Largemouth bass are
Is an afternoon starter:
82 309 62 111 350 14-8; Simpson, Cin 13-1; Seaver, by casting artificial worms.
hitting by trolling with spoon Perez, Cin
took its aft-the,way,to Tutiv, Italy.
Clmnte,
355
Pit
67 259 37 92
NY 13-5; Gibson, St. L 12-3; Rough River — BluegUI good
on
plugs and bombers.
Where we asked the famous Ghia StuIn all sections; black bass spotStripes are good under bridge Grbkwtz, LA 78 259 50 R8 340 Perry, SF 12-8.
Hickmn, Chi 75 255 54 86 337
dios
to design us a sporty Italian body.
American
League:
Hunter,
ty
by
casting surface lures early
flu flies and minnows.
•
Gaston, SD
79 315 46 iO4 330 Oak 13-5; McDowell, Oev 12-4; morning and late evening.
'They did.
Catfish are fair on bottom Tolan, Cin
75 278 60 91 327 McNally and Palmer, Bait and Green
River — Croppie fair
on night crawlers.
Then we secrettyprowled about Europe.
Dietz, SF
Wright, Cal 12-5; Perry, Minn in upper sections on minnows;
Blue Gill are great on willow Wiling, Chi
for the best coach builder vie could find.
324
27 114.
2 3
85
80
275.41 7
44
2 10
73 3
black bass spotty by casting surflies.
Crd@, St.L
72 291 47 91 320
Success. To the Kormann Coachwork'. face lures and stillfishieg mbin- Oti Blood River around drop
American League
of
Osnabruck we' handed over Ghie's
ows.
offs crappie are hitting on shinIJAVB TRADED
sketches
with the injunction:
Herrington
—
Black
In about 15 feet of water. White, NY
bass
spotty
328
1
P
80
6.31A113 6
1.11012
PITTSBURGH (UPI)—Veterby still fishing soft crawfish
Bass are biting early morning F.Rbrisn, Bel 69 260 q52 8.5 327 an forward
"Make it beautiful." fat else)
Warren Davis has and
bluegill fair along deep walls
and late in the afternoon on sur- Johnsn, Cal
81 322 44 194 323 been traded by the Pittsburgh
They did.
face lures and medium runners, Oliva, Min
74 307 54 99 372 Pioneers of the American on worms and crickets.
They elded.- And burnilfied. And sculpGrayson — Bass fair by castCatfish axe slow but still catch- Fosse, Cle
- 72 271 40 87 321 Basketbadl Association to
theted. Anctsiiinded. And painted.
Powell, Bal
ing a few.
81 281 47 89 317 Miami Floridians for Simmie ing surface lures and artificial
Until they hod shaped in steel what r
No stripes have been reported KIllarw, Min 7'7 262 53 83 317 Hill. Hill averaged 13.7 points a worms early morning and late
T4s,
Vlir,K C
Min
afternoon; bluegill fair on crick77 314 71 99 315
as yet.
e in 1969-70 as a rookie.
Ghia had shaped in pencil.
79 318 52 99 311
ets on deep Naas.
That's it for this week,so have
Smug in the knowledge that nobody
79 304 43 93 306
Cumberland — Crappie fair to
a wonderful weekend, be safe on Horton, Det
could
ever MisteCe thi.s beau.tiftft.car for a
Home
Rum
WINS 100
•
good on minnows early morning,
the•highways and be safe in your
N a tionan League: Perez, On
Volkswagen,we conceal
CLEVELAND (UPI).— Mary late evening and night; blueg_W
our air-cooled
Boating and I'll see you all next
28. Bench, Cin 26; Williams, CI Bacon became the first Jockette fair in inlets and bays on worms;
•.. — ,week.
engine in back. (For better traction.)
I
25. 11 Aaron, Atl 24, Carty. AU to win 100 races Tuesday when below darn — Trout
fair to good
And made it go about.
miles on
and Allen, St.L 23.
she piloted California Lassie to on cheese and whole kernel cord.
one
13W REMOVE))
American League: Killebrew, victory in the fourth race at
Fishtrap — Black bass spotty
DENVER (UPI18--Sieve Ten- Minn 24; Howard, Wash 23; Thistledcnim
Then we gave this Volliswagen its final
Race Track.
by -casting surface lures and
si, Denver Bronco quarterback, Powell, Balt 21, Yastrzemski,
disguise;
still
fishing
minnows.
had a herniated disc removed Boo 20; Northrup, Del and
Dewey — Bluegill good on wori.
-1Pessirout Ma&
We named it the 10.Yrr-,
inn
.
from his back Monday Doctors Band°. Oak 17.
RACE DRIVIR KILLED JitI Hess. 38. Cincinnati, Ohio, race
NEW YORK((1PI) —.Vern ms and crickets;'croppie fair on
said his recovery from surgery
driver, is killed as his sprinj, car ciashes at 100 miles per
Runs Ratted In
eYe
should vain from six to eight National League: Perez (In Mikkehien fouled otaLot--127 minnows in inlets and bays.
hour into a guard rail duting a preliminary heat at Salem.
Bockhorn — Croppie good on
Willa
weeks and that ne will be lea y .46
4, Beh
iam
s, Chi 78- Cr,rt4,
Ind.. following a collision N% 1 t h another car The car's roll
. At! games m lth. career to set a
:tivIrdietz
far ffir allEson
"Ndkm
3 fn Tre44.
ettrafrnioil'a bon Inbascrwb -2t Writ binetd11 fairBOO CHESTNUT STREET,
on worms along deep banks.
rod.
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Annual Volunteer 500 Set
For July.19 At Brideljenn.
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Rev. John Jones Is
Speaker At Senior
Citizens Meeting

—

MtKRAY. KENTUCKY

WFDN'ESDAY - JULY 8 1270

Waldrop Reunion Is
Held Sunday With
106 Attending

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walker
of Mayfield Route One are the
The Senior Citizens Club of parents of twin toys born on SatOne hundred six descemlents
Murray and Calloway County urday,
of the late Alfred Henry Wahine,
4, at the MurrayJuly
held its regular potluck lunch- Calloway County Hospital.
and Martha Ann Isabelle Hughes
eon meeting at the Community
Waldrop of Murray, Kentucky,
Richard Corey, weighing six
Center on Ellis Drive on Friattended a reunion at Kenlake
mantes, was born
nine
pounds
day, July 3, at noon. Rev. John
State Park on July 5.
at 10 p.m. and James Orey,
Jones gave the invocation.
The states of Georgia, Michiweighing five pounds, arrived
member
Clark,
Mrs. Virgie
gan, Missouri, Ohio, Oregon,Pe.
new Other is
The
p.m.
10:03
at
of the program committee, had
unsylvania, Tennessee, Texas,
'
•---et Lanemployed at Paschall.
charge of the July program and
New Jersey, lllinois, and KenMurray.
introduced the guest speaker, es,
tucky were represented in the gaGranceur eats are Mr.arid Mrs.
Bev. Joel*, minister of the
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,Mte library, has advantages out of the
Mayfield Route
thering. From a possible 185
Methodist Harry Walker of
United
Kirk/my
rray-Calloway County public lib- ordinary. A color T.V. Is one.
Mrs. Hulon
The Boatwright family reunion living ancestors, the 106 repreChurch. who gave a most in- One and Mr. and
rarian, reviewed the services The bookmobile has 63 summer
was held in the Murray City Park sented also the 11 children, 67
teresting and informative talk Chambers of Farmingtoo Route
to the county and the growth of stops and many more during the on Sunday, July 5, with forty In-laws, 28 grandchildren,64 greare
grandparents
Great
One.
the
cheerfulness
and
stressing
school
library
in
the
Magazine
the
months. It operates four persons present.
Club
at grandchildren, and 23 greatMrs. Bertha Lindsey of Farmingbeauty of life.
meeting held in the home of Mrs. days a week and has two tookbountiful lunch was served great grandchildren.
A
An Americao flag was placed ton Route One, Mrs. Tommy ChaA. C. LaFollette Thursday after- mobile librarians.
The eleven original children
at the noon hour and the afternoon
oh the table and allegiance mbers and Mrs. Verhe Walker,
Many books, and paintings are
noon.
Anclude the late A. T. Waldrop.
was spent in convereation.
was germ by the group. T w o both of Sedalia
given
W.
Z.
Mrs.
to
Carter,
the
president,
library
in
memory
Those from Murray present Murray; the late John Ed Waldpiano selections commemoratconducted the final meeting of of a friend who died, or to honor
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Smothers,
were Mr. and Mrs. Kilburn Ada- rop, Murray; the late Mrs. Leola
ing the fourth of July were
the current year. Mrs. 0. C. a special achievement of an in- ms, Oatman
played by Mrs. Bertha D. Jones, 1203 Elm Street, Benton, announGrogan, Mr. and Waldrop Chunn, Lawrenceville,
Wells, read the minutes and Mrs. dividual.
ce the birth of a baby boy, ThomMrs. Thomas Lovett, Mrs. Rh- 111.; H. C. Waldrop, Mayfleke
club pianist
E. A, Luniiquest gave the treas- Story hours for childr en contin0. C. McLemore, president, as Ray, weighing eight pounds
onda Fitts, Mrs. Ntra Parker, Charles Wesley Waldrop, Murrue to be an attractkna. Head Start
urer's report.
ay; It T. Waldrop, Murray; the
preaisied and the minutes were seven ounces, born on carurday,
Mrs. Gussie Geurin.
Sick
members
classes
remembered invisit the library weekly.
read by Mrs. Dollie Riley, act- July 4, at 9:45 a.m. at the MarOut of town guests were Mr. late 011ie WaldrogSMurray; Mrs.
cluded Mrs. Leslie Putnam,Mrs, Mrs. Lafellette served dessert
ing secretary, in the absence ray-Callaway County Hospital.
and Mrs. John Brandon, Rebecca Euva Waldrop Alexander, MurrR. A, Johnston, Mrs. E. A.Tack- and coffee at the close of theproThe ned father is employed
of Mrs. Jewell Parks. Several
Brandon, Tommy Brandon, Ram- ay; Mrs. Ruby Waldrop Davis
gram,
er and Mrs. B. B. Keys..
the Gull Station at Benton.
plans for the corning months
on Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Firmon (Wade E. Davis),Paducah; tlancy
The
A.
W.
MTS.
introtrited
Russell
following
were
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
present Cook 111 of Herndon Route One, Waldrop, Detroit; and Mrs. Elizwere Miggested.
Mrs. Trevathan who used "My Miss Capple Beale, Mesdames
It was announced that the Bill Smothers of Bentoo and Mr.
Mrs. Fannie Cunningham daught- abeth Waldrop Holcomb,Murray.
Eleven Years in The Library" Carter, R. W. Churchill, F. E.
next meeting will be held on and Mrs. Roy Wells of Mayfteld.
The pregram for the day incluer and granddaughter, and Mr.
as her subject and told about Crawford, Carlisle Cutchin, ClyFriday, August 7, at the edu- Great grandparents are Mr. and
Sandoval, Ill., Mr. and ded invocation by Charles
West
Of
many services the library gives. de Downs, E. S. Fergurson, Ge•
cational building of the First Mrs. Roy Brown of Symsonia
Mrs. J. E. Scott, Mr. and Mrs. ms, Paducah;special award gifts,
The almost ready for occup- orge Hart, L. J. Horton, J. I.
United Methodist Church with and Mr. and Mrs. Cr owley of BenJack Scott and children of Cen- Euvalilexander and Clara Humpluncheon.
potluck
new
Hosick,
library
ancy
usual
building
the
has
Lafollette, Lundquist,
ton,
tralia, ale Hassell Williams of hrey. review of information about
The Community Center is be8,300 square feet floor space, Henry McKenzie, J. A. Outland,
---Detroit,
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. the Waldrops„ Nelle Chums Laming remodeled and after comand is built so that it can be add- Jesse Roane, Russell, George
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Buxton,
Ross
photo
Williams
ofSymsonia, Mrs. bert, Lawrenceville,
pletion the club will resume 1900 Gristmill Road, Little Rock,
ed to. It includes the shelving Upchurch, and Wells,
L. B. Alexander of Paducah,Steve taking session, Tommy Waldrop,
meeting there.
area, the children's quarters, a
Ark., announce the arrival of
Bloss of Miami, Fla., Mr. and Mayfield; and the benediction,
Arrangements of summer their fifth child and third daughts
small auditorium, a kitchenette,
Mrs. Volin Miller, Treassa and Tipton Reed, Mayfield.
flowers were placed at each end er. Allison Gay, weighing ten
work rooms and offices, she reRalph Waldrop, Mayfield, was
David,
of Hazel Park, Mich. and
tables:'T
luncheou
of the
lated. There are 40,000 books,
pounds, born on Smartly. June
Rev, and Mrs. 0. H. Boatwright master of ceremonies and genMr. and Mrs. Charles Leslie Hasty
hosts were Mrs. Lula Dunn and 28, at the University of ArkanHO periodicals, with a 5-year
eral chairman for the event.
of Walnut Grove, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Erwin.
backlog, a good stock of music
sas Medical Center,
Miss Judy Lane Robinson,dau- by her
Four visitors were Mr. and
Those present were Mr. and
father,
was
lovely
in
her
records, films, and paintings for
The father does research and
Mrs. Owen Billington and grand- Simplicity for jewels
Mrs. Henry Erwin, Mr. and Is an instructor at the Univer- ghter of Rev, and Mrs. Robert floor length satin wedding gown lending. Mrs.Trevathan than said
daughter, and Mrs. Fred Jones,
MIS. Jake Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. sity of Arkaneas Medical School. Robinson of Kirksey Route Two, covered with lace. It was design- that according to records, CallNEW YORK (UPI) - Babecame the bride of Charles LesBryan Tolley and grandson, Mrs. Hamm,e Me former
ratei-jeweiry-itorna -milt -wilt -re-Franda lie- Haety of Cuukeville, Tenn., ed with an empire bodice, long may Public Lihrery is()neatly,
'Mike -of'Bel Aire Ilde Mr. and'Shoemaker.
-sleeves - with cuffs, and an a-line
main in the forefront throughson of Mr. and Mrs. cF,af Hasty kirk. „tier .stioulder length veil, best in the state. She told incidlira. Nommo Klapp, Mesdames
ents Of unusual requests of'the
rwr
-'
-4el•"'""1"--tthe does
Grandparents are Wes Sadie OfitOttterotif;MI&YAM
tivr-semorr-wittr- itGolden.:
e,Tenn., was attaelied to three-leafed tieNaomi
lilarary - the answers to some Kim Smith of 1506 IfenryStreete
simple designs dominating the
Shoemaker and Mr. and Mrs. on Friday, June 5.
YORK
NEW
(UPI)
If
Ruby Harris, Ruby Barnes, Lurs.
Murray,
is
employed at the Old
of them requiring a telephone
ornate and the reliable staples
James Overby of Murray and Mr. Rev. Ronald Martin
performed
la Duma, Ruby Harrell, Lilliant
She carried a bouquet of white call to the state library in Frank- Faithful Gift Shop in Yellowstone you're 6t but flabby and you of the industry - fine gems,
T. Hicks, Essie Blalock, Celia! and Mrs. Duane Buxton of But- the impressive double ring cere- carnations centered with a red
want
to
lose
around
inches
National Park, Wyoming, for the
pearls and *etches -- continufort,
Ann Roberts, Virgie Clark, ler, Ohio. Mrs. BrOnzie Forrest mony at seven o'clock in the even- rose on a Bible,
your waist, cut down on food
ing to lead. _
A folk-singing program form- summer,
Bertha Jones, Gladys Hale, Hil- of Murray is a great grandmoth- ing at the Locust Grove Church
Miss Barbara Hasty was the erly scheduled had to be abanMr. and Mrs. C. C. Farless intake and exercise regularly,
So reports the Retail Jewelof the Nazarene at Kirksey.
dred Sharpe, Jessie H. Roane er
'
maid of honor. She wore a floor doried because of crowded space and Mr. and Mrs. Fray Cunn- suggests the Better_ Business ers of ArnericaThidentally,
A
Olive Hagan, Carrie Cole. Ma
lovely program of ntmtial length pink gown with an empire
New
-Metropolitan
Bureau-VI
in the present building. The ingham have returned home after
icnolois
the
be mjelry
music was presented by James bodice and a -line skirt.
die Armstrong, Dollie Haley, MAU DAY TO BE
Her bou- "Junior Great Books Discussion a two weeks motor trip through York.
costumewill
more prevalent
Edna McReynolds, Carl Harri- HELD AT JONATHAN
Wallington, organist, and Miss quet was of pink carnations.
recommendation
was
The
Group" attracted 18 children last the New England states, Quebec,
han ever.
Barbara Hasty, vocalist.
son, Olene Lamb, Clara Tod CREEK JULY 9
a S
The bridesmaids were Mrs. summer for third-graders. An New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, coupled with a caution:
*5*
Floy Caldwell, Miss Erin MontBride's Dress
Gail Martin, Mrs. Wanda Hatfie- adult "Great Books Discussion" Canada, Enroute home they vis- waistline reducing belt will vitt' Beer weds virgin sore
Day will be held at
gomery, Ivy Culver, Charli
The bride, given in marriage ld, Mrs.
Sandra Rankhorn, and group is in progress the second ited the Farless' son, Rev. Tob miraculously melt the inches
Jonathan
Creek
Baptist
Jones.
Marr, C. B. Scruggs, Rev.
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
Miss Joan Robinson, all sisters season.
Farless and family of Mayo, away. The announcement was
Assembly
on
Thursday,
July
and p. C. McLemore.
hop plant used in brewing beer
of the bride. They wore floor
9th, with the registration
•••
The library, in cooperation Maryland. Two of their child- in response to queries from is limited to the unpollinate.d
iin claimslength blue gowns with empire parrith the State Litcaim Program rem Sheryl and Keith, returned consuniers interested
belfutning at 9:30 a.m.
Coffee alovement
bodices and a-line skirts. They tand the Regional LibraryService home with their grandparents for maile.-hi the mantifiaii-rerOT -fetaxigtenwer because the male
This promises to be a day
flower and pollinated female
a so-called sauna belt.
carried bouquets of blue carnet with the office being In the local a visit.
NEW YORK (UPI) - There packed full of inspiration,
twebeer a bitter taste.
fellowship
and
information.
tions.
are more than a hundred kinds
Wedniselsy, July
Lunch, at $1.00 a person, will
Miss Elizabeth Wallington was
of coffee, each with its own
The Pottertown Homemakers the flower girl and James Wetbeavailable in the dining hall.
Pan-American
the
says
flavor,
Club
will have a luncheon at lington, Jr. was the rim-bearer.
The executive board will
Coffee Bureau.
meet briefly at noon.
the Paris Landing Inn Hotel.
Oscar Hasty served as best
The group will meet at the man for the groom. Tte ushers
parting lot of the Fuel. Baptist were Mitchell Bennett, Rev. Dale
Church at 11 a. In. to leave for ' Hatfield, Wayne Rankharte and
the hotel
Victor Messina,
•••
Reception
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
Following the ceremony the
Methodist
United
First
the
reception was held at the home
Church WSCS will meet at the of the
bride's parents.
Red Carpet Dining Room. ParServing at the reception were
es Tam.
Mrs. Rex Tabers, Mrs. Douglas
•••
Rhodes, and Mrs. Robert Stem.
The Wesleyan Circle of the
The guest register was kept by
First United Mottiodiat Church
Miss Debbie Tabers.
WSCS will meet at the home
The bride is a graduateofCenof Mrs. Gordon Moody, 525
tral High School at Shelbyville,'
re THE NEW WASH & WEAR COATS
South 6th Street, at 7:30 p. m.
Tenn., and received her B. A,
SOO
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
The Hannah Circle of the degree from Trevecca College,
so' 15% DISCOUNT ON A NEW COAT (It
First United Methodist Church Nashville, Tem., this year. Mr.
paid for during July and August)
WSCS will have a picnic at Hasty is a graduate of Central
High School, Shelbyville, and Is
COME IN . . . LOOK THEM OVER
the City Park at six p.
now attending Tennessee Tech at
•••
PUT ON LAY AWAY
Cookeville, where the couple will
Thursday, July 9
The Cumberland Presbyter- reside at Village Park Trailer
ian Women of the North Pleas- Court. ,
ant Grove Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Glyco Wells
at 7:30 p.

Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, Librarian, Is
Speaker For Meeting Of Magazine Club

Boatwright Reunion
Held On Sunday At
Murray City Park

2 FOR 1 DRESS SALE

Curtsy Coats Are In At

STARTS

THURSDAY, JULY 9
MISSY, JR. & HALF SIZE -

DRESSES

4

Thursday, July 9
Deitor,..:.,liomemakers
Club will Meet Si the COM.
munity Center at 9:30 a. m.
•••
A Country Music Show benefit for the Eugene Robertson
family will be held at Kirksey
School at eight p m with Denise Darnall and the Teen Folk
donating their services. Admission is 50 cents and one dollar.
•••
A swim part!, for the 4th.
5th, and 6th grades will be held
at the Oaks Country Club from
ten a m to one p. m Each
member may bring one guest.
Each person is to bring a sack
lunch
• •
Friday, July 10
The Murray University Coup)** Bridge will meet at 7:30
p. in in Rooms 3 and 4 of the
Student Union Building For
informel ion call Mrs. Jack
-White 753-6658 or Mrs. David
Govraru 753-3752.
star
•••
Jackie Piii:Oson, 54. arm RevMonday, July 13
erly:---MeKittriek, 34, :in..
American Legion Post 73 and
shown prior to their marAuxiliary will have its annual,
riage scheduled for July 4
summer picnic at tile main PaAshford. England. That's
villton at the City Icark-al six
Ifi-,da vs after his ilii;titrr
p. m Women are to bring coVfrom his wile of 34 irearfi
ered clishei and the post will
.The. swiiiple met hvo%tynois
furnish the meat,
drinks and----.Triro on a Miiiinfagolf entiv.e
bread.

—Buy One At Regular Pike
GET THE SECOND DRESS OF EQUAL VAtUE

FREE
BRING A FRIEND —2 FOR 1 SALE
SPORTSWEAR
SHOES 350

1/2 Price

753-4623

Prs,
1/2 Price
404

Main--
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teunion Ii
lay With
ding

Ready To Go

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get

six desciodants
d Henry Waldrop
"smote Hugbes
ir ray, Kentucky,
nion at Kenlake
ay 5.
Geor gia, MichiAlio, Oregon,Pemessee, Texas,
linois, and Kenesented in the gaa possilAe 185
the 106 repro11 children, 67
ichildren,64 gres, and 23 greatTen.
riginal children
T. Waldrop,
John Ed Wald,late Mrs. Leola
'‘awrencevIlle,
[drop, Ilayileld;
Waldrop, MurrN, Murray; the
34 Murray; Mrs.
r,lexander, Mur.
Waldrop Davis
Paducah; Clancy
t; and Mrs. Elizolcomb,Mtwray.
tor the dayincluCharles Wittig,
acial award gifts,
and Clara Humpnfor mation about
elle Chunn Lainrifle,
photo
7ommy Waldrop,
the benediction,

WE DOH BUT NEVER CLOSE.

SWISS STEAK
LB.

LB.390

F
BTI:.1;.
°
CR

16 OZ.. _

COLAS

Retail Jewel-

69c

-

hops

'rs.

Int

•

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

FRYERS
L.27c

(UPI) - Baa -still -will -re--.
front through-Irewhorr.--- with
lorninating the
reliable staples
- fine gems,
hes -- continu-

8 BOTTLE CTN.

CATSUP

SLAB BACON

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

COIJNTRY1FRY STEAK -L4.88t
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
ENGL'iicuT LB.190
WIENERS
49C
1,4 PORK LOIN
L8.690
SMOKED JOWL
LB
BOLOGNA
BISCUITS
6 8ct%490
GREEN BEANS
4ic5A0N.$1
CORN
TOMATOES
RANGE DRINK
3 $1
PEACHES
_WATERMELONS
TOMATOES
,u,190
2L85250
BANANAS
12 OZ. PKG,

9 to 11 CHOPS

WITH BOTTLES
14 Oz. ei

JACK SPRAT

9 Bottles

MORTON
Beef-Chicken-Turkey

I

,

POT PIES

590

JOHNSONS

By The
Piece

—

3 Le. CAN

ROOT BEER

3/$1.00

GREEN GIANT

PEAS

_COOKING OIL

79c

38 OZ. BOTTLE

COOKIES

ICE MILK

L ARA LYNN

SUGAR

1A°NZS. $1

100

TROPICANA

32 QZ.
CANS
—

5 LB. BAG

58c
LIMIT ONE

L IBBY LO-CAL

)4 GAL.43C

3BOXESSf

HYDE PARK

CANS

VANITY

GAL.49C

WESSON

HUNTS

15 Oz,
Cans

-c LIMIT ONE

DAD'S

YE L LOW
WHOLE KERNEL

KOUNTY KIST

._
6

58

GREEN GIANT SLICED

•

CREAM PIES

LB 79C

TENING

LB-39C

5F§lw

SLICED

HYDE PARK
ITTTPURE VEGETABLE

HYDE PARK

V'.•

Beef &
Chicken

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

*els

(UP1)-The
n brewing beer
e u n polling te-d
eause die malt
lina te d female
taste.

OPEN 24 hrs. A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
WHOLE

SPLIT BROILERS

Lb.980
Lb 590
5/$1.00

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit.

), Mayfield, was
monies and genfor the event.

jewelry field,
mre prevalent

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

17 Oz.
Can

ICE CREAM HOSTESS'

/4
1 GAL.

FRESH

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

LO.CAL

LIBBY

27 :$100

190

HOME GROWN

GOLDEN RIPE

HUNTS

TOMATO
JUICE

3

-CANS460Z

550
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Good News for Persons With Birthmarks?
By JAMES NEVIN MALES
Central Press Association
Correspondent
TORONTO. Ont. - PlastiC
surgeons at Toronto General
Hospital report that after almost 40 years of failure, Canadian scientists have developed
an instrument for successful
treatment of the, chscolonation
a the face, reddish-purple in
color, that doctors call the
"port wine birthmark."
The device injects white and
green pigments into the purple
birthmark, making it blend
with the normal white skin
surrounding the blemish.
Perfected by Dr. H. G. Thomson with the aid of engineers
of Canada's National Research
Council, the birthmark blender
is now under-going a series of
tests at the hospital under the
supervision of Dr. Robert Newton, a well-known plastic surgeon. After treating 13 adult
patients with the aid of the,tlevice he reports excellent results
but says many more tests wit
be needed before thorough evaluation is achieved.

By STEWART HENSLEY
GOODBYE SURTAX
IRISH CONFETTI
UPI Diplomatic Reporter
IS GOOD NEWS
AND worn *AIN
FROM CAPITAL
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
DOWN IN ULSTER
RELIGIOUS STEM
NATO allies are somewhat
'
divided in their initial reaction
NCTUREPHONE
to a new proposal by Russia
uNVEILED IN
and its Warsaw Pact partners
PiTTSSUIIIGH
I 9s I -BORN MEN
GET DRAFT LOT
tor an East-West conference on
FROM CAPITAL
mutual reduction of troops in
Europe.
CAPTURE
SNORE GUNS
NORTH KOREAN GUNIOAT
diplomats,
Western
Some
SOUTHWEST OF SEOUL
ARMY EYES ./OHNSTON I
among them the Americans,
FOR STORAGE Of NERVE
GAS NOW ON OKINAWA
are inclined to believe the
proposal made by the Warsaw
Pact nations at their Budapest
meeting last month is loaded
with booby-traps.
SOVIET-MADE
However, some of the NATO
MISUSES DOWN
MRS NIXON LEAVES TWO
ISRAELI PLANES
allies, in particular Norway,
PLANELOADS OF QUAKE
Denmark, the Netherlands and
RELIEF ON PM VISIT
GN OUT CAMICIOIA
CAMBODIANS
70
UP
take
a
to
inclined
Belgium, are
viETNAMESE
SOUTH
more optimistic view of the
Communist diplomatic initiativeL
In any event, there will be no
to Conie Crittenden and Betty
agreed NATO response until
Hamilton Lowry; lot in GatesSeptember, officials believe,
• • •
borough Estate Subdivision.
because of the lengthy vacation
RESEARCH conducted in
Penelope
James
Ronald
and
periods in European countries
Canada and the United States in
t
Gardner to Howard and Billie
and at NATO beldnoarters in
the hppe of removing the birthW. Dumas of Paris, Tennessee;
goes back to the early
Brussels.
—
George D. and Jane Henry lot in Calloway eipunty.
Mutual Redaction
I 111111 II II 1940s, according to Dr. Thom- "Birthmark blender" proving successful against unsightly blemishes
Marshall H. and Ruth McNeely
son. Just why it is important
The United States has long of Jonesboro, Arkansas to Sid
to the thousands of persons tions on both texture and facial these problems.
favored a conference on mutual and Melissa Easley; lot in Callo- to Norman and Rebecca McGee;
throughout the world suffering contour.
lot in Pine Bluff Shores SubdiviResearch on the "birthmark
reduction of military forces way County.
from the facial disfigurement is
Two main ways to change blender" started at the Toronto
Sid and Melissa Easley to Ge- sion.
along both sides of the troy
explained
scientist:
by
the
color have been tested. One is Hospital five years ago with a
Affidavit of Descent of Romaine
Curtain between NATO and the orge D. and Jane Henry ofJones"The exact cause of the to provide a temporary color study of 70 birthmarked chilWarsaw Pact countries— Rus- boro, Arkansas; lot in Calloway Elliot, died October 9, 1969, to
birthmark
is
a medical mystery. match with normal skin sur- dren. When a tentative
device,
Ramey Elliot, of Collisville,
sia, East Germany, Poland, County.
Doctors know that the blemish rounding the blotch. The -new slightly like the present one
Dave C. and Lucille Burkeen
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 13u1osf D
linked bri.od ow
it an accumulationnytheth_t
vesselsmm
a
device uses a more permanent was developed, this fact was
to Elmer and Lyda Sue Collins;
garia and Romania.
super- solution, using color matching soon established:. that small
The U.S. objective has been lot in Calloway County.
ficial skin of the face and neck. through intra-dermal injection punctures rather than large
Calloway County Land Com- William T. Eaker and Hellen
They know that these excess of pigmentation mixtures.
to secure a reduction of Soviet
ones permitted
more pigment
.• • •
blood vessels serve no. useful
pany,
Inc. to Billy J. T. and Ann Eaker Infante to Gene and Weide
forces totaling about 350,000 in
to be inserted with less aepociBarnett
and
Lin
lot
in
Landolt;
purpose.
But
they
don't know
Communist East Europe, of E. Osburn; lot in Pine Bluff
AN early procedure of this ated burning.
Addition to the town of Murray.
what causes them to accurnu- kind, slightly like tattooing, was
It was also found that the
which 200,000 are in East Shores Subdivision.
RogaczeHelena
they
late
nor
and
do
Henry
S.
know how to pioneered, in.. lite .1.940s. lay..
higher. The frequency ..a -injecBehest-H. and EvaF. ficCkths
prevent
.
Jamtiiern.7
"
to
Illinois
New York surgeon, Dr. Herbert tion, the greater was the
About two years ago, Russia and Davy 1:1, lielskinS to Robert wski of Chicago,
•S.
IL inmIlAted
or pigra-or --inaortaal.-- Burke; lot in es B. and Sarah C. nava of
and Its partners proposed Vat 'L.•and Anna 3.
mark
can
range in size from of white and green pigments to Big advantage was the ability
a "European Canterbury Estates Subdivision. Kenilworth, Illinois; lot in Callcalled
they
the equivalent...pia quarter to a combine with the reds of the to inject a large amount of
Claude and Grace Parnell of ovrav County.
conference" which
security
vivid blotch covering the entire birthmark to form a blended pigment prior to the start of
would have two main objec- Indianapolis, Indiana to Ramona
face. There has ,een no com- color tone.
profuse bleedin_g„
and Asa Franklin McCoy of Gretins:
pletely satisfattoty method of
University
Heights Sibtitle
Unfortunately the 'Conway
These findings led to develeradication mainit,, because the plan didn't produce a satisfac- opment of three machines
First, all parties would enffeld, Indiana; lot in Smithwood Home Parks, inc. to First Kenblemish
rarely
involves
any
ab- tory resolution of three main somewhat 1114 the new one but
renounce the use of force to Development Corporation and tucky Development Company,Inc.
normality of skin contour or problems: how to insert an ade- not nearly as satisfactory. Toalter the status quo. In the Kentucky Lake Development Cor- lot in Calloway County.
texture.
quate volume of pigment, how day's device has a "foot" on it,
view of the United States, poration Subdivisions.
Gus J. and Novella Swann RobTo— •
-*
to prevent leaching awaza the that rests on thFidtil,it purWilliam A. Warren to James ertson and Gus J. and Mildred
Britain and some other NATIO
PLASTIC
surgeons
have pigment particles, and Mfw to pose is to control the depth of
members
this carried the W. and Brenda C. Nix; lot in Stinker Robertson to Millard F.
learned that any treatment oth- obtain a pi•oper color match of penetration and
also positions
Implication that the West would Sherwood Forest Subdivision,
and Sandra L. Carman, Jr.; lot
er than one involving changing the pigment to the patient. The the neetile
carrier correctly in
John H. and Eltriede H. Keene on Johnhy Robertson Road.
be accepting, in effect, the socolor adds tinsatisfacory varia- ”ew device promises to slIlve relation to the
skin surface
caned "Brea/me, Doctrine" to Roger and Jauet W.Reichmuth;
James Dale and Charlyne ClopTURTLE ON WHEELS Jonicia Welch. 2, takes a close look at
under which Russia claims the lot in Circarama Subdivision, ton to William S. and Jane A.
her pet turtle's ne4 means of locomotion -a set of wheels.
Warsaw Pact has the right to
Elollie A. and Lucy E. Alder dice Hopson; lot in Clubview
Now You Know
One of the world's strangest
Natural Bridge State Park spoHot Rod, the,turtle is coma:1.4c Rod, with onejag missing.
By United Press International
interfere in the internal affairs to Jerry E. and Donna Sue ChanJ. 16. and Alice B. Shackelford
memorials to the dead is in
rts a mananade waterfall as one
used to have 4rouble geljen — round, but
of any other "socislist" country' wick; lot in Panorama Shores on to Theron C. and Hen Mae Rimy
Jonicia's father
Mayfield. Henry C. Wooldridge
John fixed that With the wheels.
where the primacy of the Kentucky Lake.
About 4ifty-rive thousand of its beauty spots. The waterfall (1822-1899) was buried in a vault
of' Falls Church, Virginia; lot in
Max M. and Joanna Sykes and Sha Wa Circle Subdivision.
babies are born every day in serves as a spillway for the new amidst the 16 statues he designCommunist party was endanfishint*lake.
India
Wendell and Sadie Nell Allbritten
gered.
ed of people, horses and dogs.
Second, there would be an
agreement on economic cooperation between Eastern Etiropean narion.s and Western
cs .m . to 5:15 p.rt
European nations.
This proposal found no favor
Open Friday Night 'Tit 8:00
in the West because the NATO
allies generally interpreted it as
a Soviet effort to get them to
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
FAMILY SIZE
ratify the Breshnev Doctria•
with a promise of subsequent
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
"
economic gain.
EAST SIDE 01 rHE SOLIARE
But the NATO allies at their
recent meeting in Rome agreed
to explore the idea of a
European security conference if
there were some progress on
other East-West issues. NATO
set forth as a separate proposal
an invitation to the Warsaw
Pact to join in discussing
DIAPER a, PANTS iPd ONE
mutual reduction of forces.
Tans You Indoors
Another Plan
or Out!
soft, comfortable
Moscow and Its allies came
4-0Z. PLASTIC BOTTLE
& absorbent
back with another plan for the
Pam nip
European security conference,
REG. $2.55
9s
with the suggestion that the
5-ox. Tube
first order of business be
SALE $1.59
designation of a group to
Daytime 30's
REG. 51.51
SALE
SALE
consider the possibility of
reducing "foreign troops sta11
America's No. 1 Iron Tonic
tioned on the territories of
WIZARD
Just two tablets or two tableEuropean states."
spoons of liquid Gerrtoi
This appears to U.S. officials
contain twice the iron In
Clairol* True-to•lighe make-op mirror
pound of calf's WOE.
to be just a variation of the
g ves day, evening, even office
Kght. Regular,
F
AS
H
ION
original Communist propos*,
FEMININE
aim TABLETS
ecgiy ng MirfOrS fit 10 .ony anat.
which is believed to be desigesd
jp.IME
HYGE1NE
primarily to secure dip/ospitic
SPRAY
DEODORANT
recognition of East Genitor,
TAKE
DEODORANT
SPRAY
li-oz.
SPRAY
as
well as approval of Ilbit
4 Oz
3 oz.
Asst. Fragrances
Brezhoev Doctrine, with bre*
REG. $1.50
— REG. $1.00 —
reductions sidetracked tor tier
— REG. 69t —
consideration.
SALE
The United States has tesAll
310,000 troops is Earn ad=
12-0Z. LIQUID or
which 215,000...are In
tag
BOTTLE OF 40 TABLETS
Germany. Waslalegess mama
REQ.
that it would never amolem
LM!
YOUR
$1 gu•
reducing forces as comparast
5101
CHOICE
•iaiFID
SALE
with the 350,000 SumainS In
nem/
2/S2Vf
Pact cowering Set a
one-for-one basis besiege Os
American forces *NW 11*
pulled dear back across be
.01•111P AI AEA! J0-2•071 INV
!Akin
Atlantic while the Roastaaa
would be withdrawn only a feu•
TOILET BOWL
hundred miles and could returs
DEODORANT
quickly.
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STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

Avvieddi
v

171

MEM II TOOTHPASTE
Reg
'
'1.05

Coppertone

111 LOTION

artounl

PRELL CONCENTRATE SHAMPOO

PAMPERS

88

1.59

Iron Poor
Blood? LIQUI.D,

Fil S

Ii

ERITOIL

_.141E27.99_—

38c
8c
Sale

White

DRISTAN

HAIR SPRAY

SMALL BUT MIGHTY
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, England (UPI) — A chihuarna
named Mouse received a plaque
Sunday from the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals for saving a 71-yearold man and his invalid wife
when fire broke out in their,
apartment house. Mouse pawed
the face of her sleeping cornier,
Stephen Schooling, who lives in
An apartment below the couple.
Schooling resc:tred his neightors.

with New Tower Top
13-crz, SPRAY
Reg., Extra Hold and
Unscented
REG. $1.49

Sale

9

CNIC004114STANT

Sale

PARA-GUARD

TAMA 1'4

°OLDS a HAY
INIIIVUIR
SINUS CONOUSTION

REG $2 39_

Sale

$
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2't).25'

FAST EFFECTIVE RELIEFI
BOTTLE OF 100

D JER KISS IMPORTED

111l-ol. can
REG. He

44f_

‘
.TR%

1.3 Oa.
SPRAY
REG. $1.01

REG. 6%

TALCUM POWDER_
Absorbs Moisture

Extra
Dry

.j
FAST um° begrime; /muff

50 TABLETS
a

ARRID

ST.t19152H

REG. 21.

DRISTAN TABLETS

••••••••••...

.
I

COMMAND

AIR
FRESHENER

1.•••

SALE
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JIM ADAMS I GA

tiorthside
Shopping
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Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesdaiy

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

CHOICE
CHUCK
MATCHLESS BACON50c
ROASTS
ROAST
BAREN1
CHICKEN
L.59c
119c BOLOGNA
FIRST IN FINE MEATS

.

STORE COOKED

OLD.FASHIONED

LB.
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DELTA FROZEN
MOUTHWASH
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TEA BAGS
iiSCUITS

64 CT. PKG.

67c

STRAWBERRIES

3

.--fABY-BE T TY

1 LB. PKG.

8 OZ. CAN

SCOPE
"RUNE JUICE

REG. $1.49

OT.
4 BATH SIZE BARS

CAMPBELLS

VEGETABLE
SOUP

.4rld's strangest
the dead is in

GREEN BEANS DOG. FOOD

CAT FOOD
TALL CAN

No. "an

SUNFLOWER
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-
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.
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CHEESE
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PET RITZ
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Book Gift
Is Surprise
To Greene

Al

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Lorne
Greene, big daddy of television's "Boileau" and a dignified gentleman off-screen, was
given a book titled "The
Children's Encyclopedia o f
Grass" as a gift which he
didn't bother to read.
"I thought it was a horticultural book," Greene explained
as his series got under way for
the 12th season at Warner Bros.
Studios.
"Then one night we had some
friendh in and my wife (Nancy)
/licked through the book to
discover it was all about
marijuana. She broke up when
she came to one page and read
It aloud.
"It was a list of people the
believed had never
author
smoked grass. 11 wasn't a long
list but it did include Adolph
Hitler, %Nee Ruth Judd (the
ex murderess), Richard Nixon,
the Pope and Lorne Greene."
The big man chuckled. "I'll
never know how I was put into
that company," he said.
Geetleman of Old School
"Maybe it's because I play
Ben Cartwright, a gentleman of
the old school who wouldn't
smoke pot or even drink more
than he could properly handle."
Naturally, Cartwright and
Greene are physical twins. Bet
the resemblance (Ines not end
there. Greene, like Cartwright,
is a member of the establishment, affluent, educated, a
pillar of respectability.
"I'm probably not as honorable as Ben," Greene said,
musing.
"Ben isn't above reproach.
He's made some mistakes on
the show. He's gallant and
formal. I might find him a little
bit stuffy for my own tastes."
Greene has no illusions about
playing one character for a
dozen years. Others on his show
have felt otherwise. Pennell
Roberts quit eve years ago,
and has rarely surfaced since
in movies or television.
Vogel Replaces Dortort
This season David Canary,
who played Candy, will be
missing. In his place producer
David Dortort has hired 14year-old Mitch Vogel.
"The boy will give the show
new
situations,"
he and
Greene said.
"Bonanza," RCA's bellwether
for color in the early days has
enjoyed
high
ratings
but
received criticism for a sameness of scripts and a generally
bland format. Greene hoped
this will change.
"We try to be thought
proyoking as well as entertaining:" the Canadian-born actor
said.
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SOCIAL
SECURITY

-CUI

use
fine

Questions and
Answers

you
en v

"Man) people age 62 and over
may be losing money by 101
applying for their social security
payments," Charles Whitaker,
Manager of the Paducah Social
Security Office said today.
Whitaker explained that it may
be possible for a person to receive some social security cheoks even if he continues to week.
A person can earn up to $1680
during the year and receive a
social security check for eacb
month of the year. If he earns
over $1680, it Is still possilee
that he could receive some payments. The armlet.of payments
would depend otrbEe actual amount of earnings and the amount
of his monthly social security
payment.
The social security law requires that $1 in social security
payments be withheld for each $2
earned between $1680 and $2880.
For earnings above $2880, $1
in social security payments is
withheld for each $1 earned. Rep
gardleSS of the total earnings,
a social security check can be
paid for any month that a person
does not earn over $140 in wages
or take akactive part in some
type of s-ltrnployment.
Whitaker said that In some
cases hundreds of dollars in social security payments could be
paid even when earnings exceed
$1680. He urges anyone approaching age 62 to get in touch
with the social security office
to see U they may be eligible
for social security payments.
The social security office is
located at 112 South 10th Street
In Paducah. Telephone 443-7321.
go,
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Sweden's draft attitude
same as that of U. S.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Since you took it upon yourself to defend
Sweden's policy on sex education in the schools, perhaps you
will want to come to her defense again. She could sure use it.
The Swedes have made a lot of enemies in the United
States by opening doors to American draft-dodgers and deserters. Do you call this friendly to the United States?
ANNOYED WITH SWEDEN
I don't!

-- I
HAIRSBYKNEW
ALWAYS
)IOU SSHAPIN
GREATNE

TO AVOIDI'M SUPPOSE
AN INTERNAD 7'TIONAL
LASSO
XHASSLE,
PE
THATTO PERISCO
WHEREeER IT'S 1-4EADreS
AND TAIL IT

DEAR ANNOYED: Sweden has not issued any special
Invitations to American dtaft-dotifers and deserters, but you
should be aware of the following: A convention between
Sweden and the United States on October 24, 1961, stated that
nu extradition may take place for military offenses—includlug desertion. In plain language, this means that the United
States has exactly the same attitude toward deserters and
draft-dodgers as Sweden has.

aoti. /34"07,ST
/SLAW--HERO
WE COME."

DEAR ABBY: Two weeks before our first baby was due,
COED IS A COP- Cathy Sormy parents drove 1,800 miles to spend three months with
enson, 20, a Michigan State
Gilbert and me.
University coed, is one of 11
I love my parents, Abby, but they are not the easiest
college students hired as
they
time
entire
The
with.
along
get
to
people in the world
summer - duty police patrol,
themselves
were here, they fought bitterly between
men by Ocean Grove, N.J.
Her beat is the boardwalk.
quarreled constantly about money, and my mother criticized
the way I did everything_
* * *
Gilbert is naturally a very quiet man, but my parents
insisted he didn't like them, and he was "arrogant" to boot,
••
Wedding bells
•''
The day after I had my baby [which we named pfter my
HOLLYWOOD- (UPI) —
mother[ Gilbert came to the hospital and told me that my
Deanna Lund and Don
parents had packed up and gone home that Morning without
even saying good-by. Khowirig they were on the read;'t —
vision series "Land of ,the
couldn't get in touch with them, but three days later my
Giants," wets. maniedratiortiy
mother called and told me that Gilbert never talked to
after the show was -cancelled.
them and they were tired of being treated like two pieces of
borne.
went
they
furniture, so
Abby, I had to stick up for my husband, which I did. Now
Telethon ,
I'm getting nasty letters from my mother [signed by my
HOOTWOOD (UPI) —
father, tore and I'm so upset I can't sleep nights. Should I
•Lewis, national chairman
J
apologize to them and insist that Gilbert apologize, too? I
Muscular Dyirtrophy Asline.
out
of
were
my
parents
think
still
sociation for the past 19 years,
o
CK
HEARTSI
AND
UPSET
KY.
announced his Labor Day
weekend telethon will be car11
was"
it
"like
it
telling
you
are
It
K:
DEAR HEARTSIC
coast to coast for the
riCof
parents
your
there is any apologizing to be done. I think
first thne.
might to do it. (They sound "sick" to me.I You must protect
your own mental health, so write your parents and tell them
that until they behave in a civilized manner, you would
*rather not hear from them. Apt if they write lone swore
"nasty" letter, you will return all subsemyint letters—
. unopened.
'
DEAR ABBY: Nail add a few words of advice to the
mother whose daughter is such a poor housekeeper? SAVE
YOUR BREATH!
I know whereof I speak. For 15 years I have had a married daughter who answers the description of yours.
[tried. I scolded, bribed, wept, shamed, worked with her,
for her, against her. I stayed away, I tried again. I gave her
suggestions, a dishwasher, a sweeper, money, my cleaning
woman, and the benefit of the doubt. I gave up.
It must be a disease. A kind of "blindness"—a complete
lack of something in one's character that permits a person to
live with clutter and disorder and remain unconcerned. (And
she's unsually the type who leaves her own home a mess, and
goes out to help others.)
If by chance, Abby, you should bear of anyone having
"cured" such a person, please let me know how it was done.
ANOTHER MOTHER

Blackberries Can lie Eaten
With Safety In Locust Year

and are no more a prophet of
war or want than a housefly
that also has a "W" on its wings.
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Many sup- If cicadas were poisonous, there
erstitions surround the 17-year wouldn't be a jaybird or a cats
cicadas which have appeared in fish left in the country after a
many section§ of the state this locust year. Both heartily love to
year and none are more whim- eat cicadas. It is also said that
sical than that which holds that durfng a locust year,some tribes
in "locust year" it is unsafe of American Indians once roasted
to pick and eat wild blackberries. locusts like chestnuts and ate
This, of course, is pure fancy them with gusto.
and for those concerned, it is no
So for all concerned or fearful
more factual than the belief en- of eating blackberries this year
tertained by some that because because of locusts, discard the
of a "W" design on their wings, old superstition. To uphold itis to
locusts presage war and want.
P. S. Abby, if you should print my letter, please don't
deprived of a lot of good
It is the contentiousness and lack ally, jam, cobbler pie, and peruse my name or city. I love my daughter, and she has many
of good husbandry on the part of haps some superb homemade
fine qualities, but she's a lousy housekeeper
men wad not designs on the wings wine for the stomach's sake.
of an insect that bring on conflict
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
According to the U. S. Deyour chest, Write to ABBY, Box 69700, les Angeles, Cal. and poverty.
partment of Agriculture, the s
You can take this from Prof. lentil:lc name for the periodical
99069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
J. E. Willa, an early 19th-century cicada Is "klagicicada septets.
envelope.
entomologist and Baptist pr e,ach- decim." The name seems most
ex who told his congregation one appropriate because in view of
Letter writing can be • tweeze. For Abby's booklet, Sunday morning during a "locust
all the curious legends surround"How to Write Letters for All Occasions," send Si to
year" to forget such stuff.
ing it and its appearance, the
Abby. Box 69700. Lou Angeles, Cal. SNP.
"To believe such superstit- locust is Indeed, a magic insect.
ions," he explainee, "is not
earlier trend toward more bal- only weak and unreasonable, but
anced conditions:
also wicked and blasphemous."
1. Production increased mark"Not even the holiest man,"
edly in 1969 — with an all-time he added, "has been able or
of
acre
per
yield
high
record
permitted to see the future and
2.488 pounds established belt to assert ,/hatsome insect has
poundswide — a jump of 116
this gift is to impeach God's
By Jack Lowen
Q. Is a veteran 65 years ox age
per-acre over 1968. The averwisdom."
is
production
Burley tobacco
or older required to furnisii evidage yield in Kentucky was 2,-that
the
of
belief
origin
The
deagain out of balance with
ence of disability to be eligible
e2.2
locusts contaminate blackberries
mand, price-support holding*
for VA pension?
a
is
eat
to
unsafe
then
make
and
A , No unless he is also claimare at an all-time high, and a
2. Domestic use of burley bit obscure but a hint is given
drastic change in production
he is housebound or requires
ing
durpounds
million
28
dropped
in the writings of an early Kenadjustment methods will he
the 1988-69 marketing year. tucty chronicler who in an 1833 aid and attendance.
ing
tobacco
the
keep
necessary to
Q. I was just discharged from
Domestic use is expected to commentary on the appearance of
program for burley growers, a
about 516 million periodical cicadas, stated they the Army, and have two teeth
at
hold
e
Agricultur
U.S. Department of
pounds. Burley exports are ex- were accompanied by a "host of that need filling. Will the VA
official has indicated.
pected to contints to lherease stinkbugs" that fouled up the do this for me?
Joseph J. Todd, deputy dirA. In most cases, yes, but you
but not enough to offset the de• blackberry crop.
division,
tobacco
the
of
ector
should apply at once -preferably,
crease in domestic use.
people
day
set
and
that
in
on
Since
Stabilizati
al
Agricultur
A total of 27 per cent of tin great store by wild fruits and -within six months of separatiott.
Conservation Service, USDA,
crop was taken under price berries as a supplement to their In no event should you delay
1969
Auction
told both the Burley
applying for this dental treata 17 per cent jump.
supports,
dirthis was a sort of a mild
Warehouse Amociation and
previous year. Total 'Met,
the
ment for more than one year
over
Tobacco
calamity and hence the superectors of„the Burley
from the date of your discharge.
holdings under price supports
however,
fact,
a
is
It
stition.
Growers Co-Operative AsseciaQ. Hy husband, a veteran,died
now amount to 476 millior and as any blackberry picker
Son that: .
and the VA paid his
pounds, up 113 millicrn pounds
recently,
burley
—
habituabugs
stink
opinion
Met
knows,
"In my
31 per cent, from a year ago
life
to his former wife
insurance
or
protheir
juice
keep
ripe blackberry
growers cannot
present holdings of n'-ice lly sir)
had been divThe
though
even
they
supbring
unand often make the berries
grams if they do not
support burley are sufficient to
orced 15 years ago. Why was this
plies into better balance with supply all domestic use and ex- palatable.
done?
Entomologists of all degrees
demand -- and reduce govern- ports for _11 months at current
A, The VA is required by law
of rectitude and formal training
ment loan holdings I thick this levels.
to pay the insurance to the lest
in
change
drastic
which
a
jarflies
both
require
that
will
Acreage was reduced 10 per concur
beneficiary
the production adjustment pro- cent for the 1970 crop Tcdd are with us every year, and cica- person designated as
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knowpresent
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how, we cannot control produc- and-under allotments are not absolutely harmless except for
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pecially with 60 per cent of
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The emergency brakr on .1
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6r4nding your teeth over
the high prices of dent&
care products?
You can save 20% or more on a complete
fr
selection of tooth care items when you shop
fastfin 7 minutes 8 a.m. III midnight
at Convenient Food Marts.
In Convenient's Discount Health and Beauty Aid
Department, you'll find toothpastes, tooth
powders, and tooth brushes in the Most popular
sizes and top name brands- - and you'll save at
least 20% on them.
Doesn't that just make you want to brush your teeth?
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Federal Money Nay Be Provided'RICH BENJAMIN
To Help Consent busing PUNI BECAME A STAR
AT WRONG TIME

(Editor's Note:. The housing would lower a family's monthly
industry is suffering severely payments by $30 and make it
from inflation and tight money. Possible for many more hard1
2, 9 or working Americans to own their
Mortgage costs of 8/
By VERNON SCOTT
more percent, and higher down. own homes," Sen. Proxmire UPI Hollywood Correspondent
payment requirements are pro- asserts. The housing industry
hibitive for many families. Sena- needs such a stimulous.
HOLLYWOM (UPI)-Richtor William Proxmire of WisconLidependent businessmen, who ard Beejamin became a star
sin proposes in a bill, S. 3503, are paying interest rates on bus- just In time to see the star
that $3 billion a year of Federal iness loans (when they can get system go over the horizon.
User ve credit be diverted from one) unheard of a fe v years ago,
Not so many years ago an
linlil channels to savings and are probably sympathetic to the actor could have remained
10111a acsociations and banks for problem of the would-be home employed for a dozen years on
mortgage loans at not more than buyer, but a form of Federal the strength of a single
7 percent interest for purchase aid is apparently too controver- performance such as Benjamin
Of homes under $30,000. The Nat- sial to win support of the busi- projected in "Goodbye, Columional Federation of Independent ness owners,
bus."
Bisiness poll finds 49 percent
Now he has to prove himself
of the business owners favor
every time in every picture.
STOLEN
this measure, 43 percent opposed JEWELS
"After 'Goodbye, Columbms,'
and 8 percent undecided.)
told myself I'd never wor
I
SYDNEY, Australia (UPI).- again," Benjamin said. "I kn
Mortgage money is now too
eipeesive for many Americans Actress Maureen O'Hara re- I was on the way down."
Ittie'vent to buy their own homes, ported the theft of $56,000 worth
Benjamin is a very poor
but a Congressional proposal to of jewels from her hotel room prophet. After "Columbus" he
pump Federal money to provide Tuesday. A spokesman for the starred in "Catch-22," "Diary
cutrate loans meets diverted re- actress, who is here for a guest of a Mad Housewife" and
action among the nation's indep- appearance, told police the currently in "The Steagle."
jewelry was not insured.
endent businessmen.
7-Month Torture
To help these families and the
"There was a seven-monthsagging home-building industry,
wait between 'Catch-22' and
Senator William Proxmire of TYPHOONS THR EATEN
'Housewife,' and every day was
Wisconsin proposes to re-direct
pure torture," Benjamin said.
MANILA
(UPI)- Two
ty- "I'm not good at sitting
up to $3 billion a year of Federal
phoons,
Olga
and
Pamela, around the house worrying
Reserve credit into financial insdtutions for loans at not more threatened t h e Philippines about my next job."
than 7 percent, for the purchase Tuesday and the Manila WeathThe youthful appearing actor
of homes under $30,000 in high er Bureau issued storm warn- should tret less than most men
ings.
Typhoon
Olga
was
low$20,000
in
reportand
cost areas
about languishing around the
ed 27 miles northeast of Surigao
cost areas.
house. His wife is Paula
These loans would go only to Province in the central Philip- Prentiss, the brunette beauty
families with less than $10,000 pines.
with whom hp co-starred in
annual income.
"He and She" on television for
Many of the businessmen pollSheep and goats outnumber a single season in 1968-69.
ed by the National Federation
le two to one on the is"The two best things that
of Independent Business on this
of Ssedinis
ever happened to Re was going
bill apparently stamp this as a
on the air with that show and
subsidy, for the poll slam only
having it cancelled," he said.
4$ percent in favor, 43 percent
didn't believe
kithough
"
unpercent
and
8
-dIsapproving
either to be the case at the
committed. The bill's sponsor
time.
denies the "subsidy" label, cit"I didn't want to do the show
ing the mechanics of the plan.
In the beginning, and I was
The vote of businessmen in
c stricken when it was
Kentucky is 55 percent in favor,
cancelled. I thought my career
38 percent opposed and 7 perwas over.
cent undecided.
"Paula reminded me I didn't
Since national results fall to
want to do the series in
show a majority either way, the
first place. But at least it gave
Federation will not take a stand
me a certain recognition vile
on the bill.
the public and made 'Goodbye,
The loan limitations of the billColumbus' possible."
on family income and home cost
Many Offers
- may be controversial among
Although the star system
businessmen, since many promay have faded in movies it is
spective home-buyers would be
still going strong in television.
excluded.
Benomin has been offered
F edatakine researchers beliemany new shows but turned
ve the $3 billion figure may accthem c )wn because, "some of
iunt for some reluctance among
them included talking chickens
the businessmen. But Senator
and things like that."
Proxmire points out that this
"It's just as well the star
Federal
would be money in the
system Is gone in pictures," he
budget; it would be credit now
said. "Otherwise I'd be at some
. pleerated by the Federal Re.
studio working under contract
-channeled from
---.-.--,.. .•.111111m system, re
In movies I didn't like.
' liberal bank use through the
"That's the way it was in the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board
old days. But today even
to savings and loan associations
`Itirton and Taylor .an't assure
and Federally - insured banks,
success unless die story is
I
specifically for the low-interest
-_ .
gor
I
housing loans.
According to Benjamin his
It would provide about 150,000
new AYCO-Emeassy exerts has
such loans a year.
I
a solid story and a great deal
The major argument for the
r•
of comedy. It has everything
Proxmire legislation is that
except built-in insurance that
Federal mortgage subsidies for
Dick Benjamin will find another
low-income families have been
picture in the future.
increasing, while middle-income wiNvErnmE in .Australia
"I think about that very
families bear the brmt of taxes, doesn't keep the Sydney peooften," he concluded. "In fact I
getting into the
ple
from
Inflation and high-mortgage coswas worrying about being over
American swim season with
ts..
the hill a little earlier today."
"A reduction to 6/
1
2percent this view of Sandra Vesper.

Store
Hours:
7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
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at 7:00 P.m.
There will be a short busines's session after lunch.
'Three now drlectors will be elected to serve-3 years.
Prizes For Everyone In Attendance!!
(in addition to Door Prizes for holders of Lucky
Tickets)
Yoti Must ileve Your

Reservations by Noon Friday,
•JullOth • •
Call 753-2924
In Order To Have A Plate For You
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NABISCO
CHOCOLATE CHIP
OR PECAN SHUN feBREAD

COOKIES
1.0z. 39

OS AGE

PEACHES

HUNTS

TOME
CAN
2)'37n9
TASTERS CHOICE
FREEZE DRIED

ORANGE

COFFEE

WESSON
OIL

KEEBLER
German t-nocol ate
or
SWEEDISH Kreme

COOKIES
2/79
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TOMATO

24 OZ.
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460Z.

29DRIVE

CRISCO DETERGENT
$1.19
3,
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LIMIT 3

R.C. COLA
/$100

The Meeting Will Be Held At The

A Barbecue Lunch Will Be Served

LB.

LB

C

Chef

Kentucky
of Murray,
Will
Be
-HeldJuly llth
SaturdayatEvening,
7:00 p.m. University
StatePavilion
Murray
Livestock
On The College Farm Road

I 0

Swift's
Prp,mium

ds
__Itia
sunitia
:king
oz. 3/sloo
12
Juice
Oftiinge
79!
Potatoes
Cheese Pizza 13 oz. 63e
I doz. cel
35c
l:,:
Ba
ll
Lemons
Sausage Pizza 13 °z" 73c
Chef
cello bag
10c
-Carrots
PecTioni PiZZa1302- 73e White
Dot't-ret Fries 2 lb. 3/4.00 Grapefruit
2/25c

MEETING
NOTICE
OF
The 29th Annual Meeting
of the
CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL .
IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, INC.

4

ROUND STEAK GROUND BEEt

carTehew

10 OZ.

'TREASURE HUNT — A yearago Kennerly A. Grayson, a
Houston, Tie, refist•Hity en.
--Omer, and his nlizughtef„
Use,started using a metal
"ctor to locate c
marines in lawns on public
places. They have found
thIn 11.000 coins, rings.
UNKNOWN _FRIEND •

6 PACK
WHITE-

SCOTT
TOWELS

SEATTLE (UFO- The 44.
year-old man hopped into a
parked car as plainclothes
policemen approached the lot in
the international district here,
'The officers asked him U the
car- was his. The man said no,
It was a friend's, but he didn't
know his friend's name.
At that point he was arrested.
The rat was registered to E.
C. Burkhart, a Seattle pollee
I officer.
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An American Is Stricken With
Heart Disease Every Minute
Every minute around the pital located away from a mediclock someone in the United cal center. Success depends
States is fatally stricken with largely on medical and nursheart disease. Each year more ing personnel being highly
then 1.5 million Americans suf- trained in cardiac care. These
fer heart attacks, and of this people aren't always available
number about 600,000 die. One- in smaller communities. Then,
fourth of those who die are un- too, it needs to be determined
der the age of 65 and still in whether it is economically prac
the prime of productive life. A tical to maintain such a unit in
person who suffers a heart at- the community hospital.
tack said is taken to a hospital
without proper facilities has no
In 1968, the, Tennessee Macbetter chance for survival to- South RegionalRegional Medical Proday than he did 30 years aga. gram (TMS/RD4P) established an
Taken to a hospital that has a experimental network of 11 Comodern coronary care unit and ronary Care Units to determine
specially trained personnel, the the effect on mortality and tht
mortality rate for this No. 1 economic feasibility of such unkiller can be reduced by tip- its in community hospitals in
proximately 30 per cent. Every Tennessee. The 11 units are losecond counts for a patient with cated in the Williamson County
a heart attack; and if he is able Hospital in Franklin, Vanderto be taken to a hospital with bilt University Hospital, Baptist
a coronary care unit, he has Hospital in Nashville, Mettarl
a much greater chance for SUP. Medical College, Nashville Metropolitan General Hospital, Baroness Erlanger Hospital ir
The development of coronary Chattanooga, Clarksville Merucare units in community hospi- ial Hospital, Cumberland 3redi
tals promises a profound change cal Center in Crossville, Jobs
In the treatment of patients
with coronary artery disease.
W. Hiarrton Memorial Hospital in
These units, although small and
Jennie Stuart MeTullahoma,
within
facilities
unpretentious
morial Hospital in Hopkinsville,
a hospital, constitute a major
Kentucky, and Murray-Calloway
step toward reducing the mortCounty Hospital in Murray.
ality from heart attacks_
This network was designed in
In the past two decades, there
such a manneriso that the outhave been significant advances
lying hospitals wcruld all be conin the care of patients with carnected to a base unit at Vanderdeath
Yet,
diovascular disease.
bilt and Baptist Hospitals in
has
from this the No. 1 killer
Nashville, The electronic hookincreased annually, and has con- up gives consultative support
sistently exacted a higher toll to personnel in the units until
than any other single disease. they gain experience.
Almost 40% of all deaths each
year are caused by cardiovascu- 'The network of 11 experi-—
lar disorders.
mental coronary care units as
Coronary care units are reby the TIES/RMP,
developed
latively new, having been on
under the direction of Dr. Noel
the medical scene only a few
, is testing the feasibility
years, and. thus far limited t
uch units in community hoslarge medical centers where
pitals, end will determine the
sidents and house staff are aleffects of such units on the
ways available.
death rate from heart disease.
These units can save lives
They cut mortality from this the
In addition to this, they have
No. 1 killer by as much as 30
per cent when located in a stimulated other communities
large medical center. However, to develop similar units on their
it has not been fully proven own. They have helped fill a
whether such units can have vital gap in the health care de
the same effect on the death livery system in the region
rate in a small community hoe THEY ARE SAVING LIVES.

LAD LEFT A WILL — Daniel
Mallette holds the will left
in Montreal, Que., by his
cousin Jacques Barrette, 16,'
one of 108 persons killed in
will,

"If

beginning

."

stipulates

we

die

disposition

as games
Jacques, his

of belongings such
and

a

bicycle.

brother and sister and both
parents were killed.

More than rubber
SAN FRANCISCO (CPOWhat materials make up an
average size passenger car tire:
Mixed synthetic and natural
rubber make up about half the
average tire's total weight,. or
11 of about 23 1/2 pounds,
, according to the National Automobile Club.
Six pounds of carbon black
-Riser -go-into -a tire,- as wetl- as.
2 1/2 pounds of cord material
and 1 1/2 pounds of petroleum
oils. In addition, a tire ,contains almost a pound of steel
as well as sulphur, chemical
accelerators and antioxidants.
"
***

Larry Ray Hanes
Again we have spoken with the Witnesses upon the _
topic of this and the last article written by Mr. Halley:
They again felt that we were misrepresenting them. However, after having read tbe materials which they have
and having considered their published doctrine. 1.1M believe that these articles represent perfectly their doctrine
as they have published it. If the local Witnesses do not
agree with the teaching of the materials they hand out,
then they ought not to misrepresent themselves by handing this material out.
We have asked these people if they would like to proclaim their doctrine publicly and to have it examined.
However, they have replied that this would not be in keeping with the manner of teaching required by Christ. I
simply ask them to consider the teaching of Paul as to
whether it was in the manner required by Christ or WBB
Paul wrong for teaching the way he did. Acts 17:2 says,
"And according to Paul's mstom. he went to them, and
for three Sabbaths reasoned with them from the Scriptures.", Paul was speaking publicly before a synagogue
of the Jews. a group of Unbelievers. Can we not expect
these people also to speak publicly and to reason from
the Scriptures before us if they believe that we do not
have the truth? Or-is their teaching as was Paul's and do
they teach the things Paul taught? We ask them to come
to the West Murray Congregation of the, Lord's people and
to let us examine their doctrine and teaching.df they are
not afraid of having it examined, then they wflido #s Paul
informdid and treason with us. We shall keep our readers
their-in
trustenough
have.
people
these'
whether
to
ed as
such a man- .
teaqng to have their doctrine examined,in
—
• _
Address all comment. criticisms, and questions to
'Thomas Keaton. Winchester Apts. # 6. Murray.

plane

Angeles - bound

Los

crash near Toronto. Ont. The

As noted last week, Witness doctrine teaches that death
is annihilation. one passage that they cannot answer is
Luke 16:19-31. The text is too lengthy for us to quote here,
but we urge our readers to study it with this article
The Lord relates the story of 'a certain rich man..
and . . . a certain beggar named Lazarus." Both the inconsiderate rich man and the poor, afflicted beggar died
Witness doctrine holds that they were thus annihilated.
However, the Lord shows that though their bodies were
dead, yet they were conscious in hades, the realm of
departed spirits.
The wicked rich man, after death, could lift up his
eyes, see, feel pain, speak and remember.
OBJECTION: The Witnesses usually reply by saying,
'But this IR only a parable," as if that would make the
facts untrue? First, the Bible does not call it a parable.
Secondly, if it were a parable that would not change the
truth of what Jesus said,
A parable is a comparison. The comparisons are true,
Read and study the parables of our Lord.
not false.
(Matthew 13 specifically.) All the parables are based on
reality. so, the story of the rich man and
or
truth
Lazarus is true in its essential facts even if it was
parable. The reason Witnesses try to do away with this
passage is because they believe one is annihilated at
But they cannot annihilate the teaching of this
death.
passage?
Witnesses use Pisa. 146;4 and Eccl. 9:I0
OBJECTION:
to contradict Luke 16:19-31, Actually, the passages are in
harmony. There is "no work, nor device hor knowledge,
nor wisdom IN THE GRAVE, whither thou goest." But
the dead body goes to the',grave." It Is the spirit or soul
of man that continues to exist as the Lord shows.
II ether readers desire copies of a booklet entitled,
AN EXPOSE OF JEHOVAH'S W1TNFSSES, contact me
$ ORE NEXTWEEIC4

Wet.

LJ1-IEKE AM I ? I CAN'T 'EE!
00P5! LoHAT'S THAT? 040
TOOCNED ME ?5041E-ONE GRAVED
MY PAW! 7 7 2 2 7 2 7 I 1

I CAN'T TELL
THERE'S 50 MUCH
SAXE 40t)CAN'T
ANMING:

CHUCK ROAST

penny
cWhere
is pinched
NEW YORK (UPI):--Women
are more likely to pinch pennies in shopping for children's
clothing thank - when buying
their own apparel, a study
indicates.
The third annual MeinhardCommercial Corporation survey of U.S. clothing manufacturers Shows 52 per cent
of the men who make women's
that higher
_clothes expect
prices would have no adverse
effect on sales, whereas ,L31
per cent /predict s increase in
nthe other
salesresistance.
hand, the C.1.T. Financial Corporation subsidiary'fnund, only
23 per cent of the manufacturers of children's clothing expect no adverse effect on sales
if prices - rise; -et:lin-pared-tenth
63 per chit who look for more
ides enristanm

3 Breast ouseter,
3 Leg °garters

3 Wither.
•

k pas

to be honest
ittsleSINGAPORE
(UPI)-A 25year-old Chinese was sentenced
to a five-year jail term for
stealing five typewriters and six
adding machines worth $1,166
which he said he needed to.
make an hones living.
Ng Boon Leong, who admit-,
ted steeling the goods, told a
court:
"I stole to make in honest
living. I wanted cagital to
Mart my own business,
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Potatoes

490
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'Tirst in U.S.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Roger Vadim, Jane Fonds.'shusband, will direct ."Pretty
Maids AU in a Row"' for
MGM - the director's first film
made in the United Striltii.
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WINNER VOTIF—Luie Eche-, ,
verria, 48, former interior
secretary.-caste htekballot in
Mexico City as he rolls up a •
better than l -to-1 unotftgriri4dOey—iiiiiitin In a
Mexican' presidential elec.. -opperettfirfr -ehargen of fraud and kidnapHag He will startNit.six-year.
Wt.,* "Mt*, 1

'
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Quotes From The News

Letter t° the Edit°r

Niziemmic=3:=====

Today's
Stock Market

U.S. Starts-.

•
(Continued From pigs 1)
Dear Editor:
Employed as a watchman at Communist defector as saying
Curlee Clothing Co., I am on the two-thirds of Viet Cong and
ASBURY PARK, N.J. -Mayor Joseph ?lattice, commenting on look-out for blip. In case of North Vietnamese soldiers
serious trouble7stonmo1IPaPle fighting in South Vietnam had
the three days of disorders in his seaside resort city:
who can bring the trouble under been pulled into Cambodia for a NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
"We didn't know of any tensions that were building."
control. By dialing 911, I can drive to return Prince Norodom opened mixed in moderate
TEL AVIV -Brig. Gen. Haim Herzog ret., former chief of reach the firemen, police, am- Sihanouk to power and restore turnover today.
the
Israeli intelligence, analyzing the *viet Union's military pre- bulance etc. in seconds. My sups supply lines and sanctuaries cut Shortly after the opening,
UPI marketwide indicator
eriors are reached in seconds. off by Allied operations.
Mee in Egypt:
of 0.06 per cent
"The next phase of the leap frog toward the canal, till takes God can be reached in less than The spokesman said that showed a gaincrossing the tape.
issues
As
404
effective
second.
on
a
of
be
part
to
position
tenth
the
Communist
a
in
units
had
although
missiles
Soviet
the
place
place, coad
128
quick as a thought that we need pulled out of the historic temple Of these, 141 advanced and
over the Israeli front line."
declined.
minds.
our
in
Wat
through
Angkor
of
complex
run
Him can
4 higher at
1
/
Some people call us "night Northwest Cambodia in re- Xerox opened Corp.
GENEVA (UPI) -U. N.- Secretary General Thant asserting
spurted
soss, while Itek
there is no reason at present to reactivate the peice-keeping watchmen". The word "night" sponse to worldwide fears the its to 27%. American Telemission of his ?Aidcle East representative , Gunnar Jarring: may have been added to "watch- shrine would be ruined by phone held unchanged at 411
4,
/
-Ambassador Jarring would be happy to return to the Middle men" after Isaiah wrote his re- warfare, government forces but Ling-Temco dipped /
4 to 11,
1
rib
control
exercised
wheover
still
B.C.
754
phopbecy
troverted
East as soon as the situation warrants."
and Sears, Roebuck was %
re he repeated a question and gave the area.
4.
/
at 541
lower
a
Honolulu,
board
of
In
she
the answer. Isa. 21:11-12: "WatSAN FRANCISCO -Shirley Temple Black, explaining why
In the autonhotive group,
chman, what of the night? Watch- officers entered the third day of General Motors slipped /
wants to seek a U.N. settlement of the Lsiochina war:
4 to
1
conference to draft
"I think that since the war has expanded from Vietnam to man, what of the night? Watch- a five-day
4 to
1
524u, but Chrysler rose /
pullout
the
for
ordered
details
expansion
of
watThe
always
night?
the
of
what
possibility
man,
Cambodia and Laos, with the
4.
/
isss. Ford climbed Ss to 421
Nixon.
About
President
by
Asia
Southeast
cornemorning
of
crisis
The
chman said,
to Thailand, it is urgent that the whole
Among the electronics Generto
are
Americans
leave
50,000
tt, and also the night". The word
be taken to the United Nations."
war zone by Oct. 16, and al Electric eased Is to 67,
"night" doesn't refer to the dark the
4.
1
Si to 60/
Westinghouse
more by next .spring.
100,000
part of the 24 hour day. It speaks In Saigon, a U.S. Army Motorola also surrendered Is to
of caiamity possibly brought on by security guard killed two 31, but Fairchild Camera rose
war between Egypt and Assyria. civilians and wounded a third 7„ to 231
4, Control Data was IS
/
Repetition of the question, "Wat- early today as they -sped away higher to 31, and Litton was
chman, what of the night?" indic- on motorbikes from the scene unchanged at 15%.
SOCIETY RECEIVES PRINT--Mrs. Eugenia Blackburn, curator of the Kentucky
ates great anxiety. The words, of a grenade explosion near a In the oil group, Atlantic HistoricaleSoriety receives a print of Gaines' Denmark, foundation sire of the
"morning (retie cometh, and U.S. officers billet in downtown Richfield was unchanged at American saddle horse, from Keith Cupp of the Saddle Horse Museum, Lexington.
48%, but Occidental gave up
also the night (more trouble) Saigon.
4 on a block of 12,100 Foaled near Lexington in 1851, Gaines' Denmark is recognized as the progenitor
/
offered little amour agemeni. e. One of the dead was a South 'A to 131
ligous leaders, especially pro- Korean identified as thin Yong shares. Jersey Standard dipped of the modern saddle horse. (Karen Tam Photo)
4, and Standard of Ohio
/
to 531
Watchmen in Hae, 32, who worked for an
frequently at his home at phets, were called
4.
/
By WILLEM VIJUR
held steady at 551
power
were
There
guard
The
days.
firm.
those
American
Willem de Zwijger strut
4 in
/
steel rose es to 301
Churchill Funeral Home where Nuclear output
-,ETRECHT, Holland (UPI)- (William the Silent Street) for- struggles among religotis lead- opened fire with an M16 rifle u U.S.
its group, while Penn Central
in West Germany
friends may call.
Gerard Croiset is a clairvoyant, warded by the post office ers in those days. But the power the three motorbikes raced up was unchanged at 6 in the rails.
suddenly
died
65,
age
a
Oliver,
after
grenade
street
the
now
about
know
we
that
struggle
has
he
or
BONN (UPI) - West Ger--psychic,
re he's
which has learned to deal with
a bar 300
Monday at nine p.m. at his home. many produces 38 per cent
extra sensory perception -- or mail simply addressed to between clergymen and religions exploded outsideofficer's
billet.
its beginning short- yards from the
something.
The funeral for Otto Oliver He Is survived by his wife, Mrs. of the electricity generated in
Crenna's new one
"Gerard- Croiset, the Nether- must have had
Maggie Oliver stepmother, Mrs. Western Europe,by nuclear rely after the birth of Christ, when Military spokesmen reported
By whatever name it is lands."
of
Murray Route Seven has been
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) sharp fighting in South VietMartha Oliver; two soars. James actors, the Institute of Gerboy
of
multitude
a
killed
Herod
called, this 60-year-Old HolAnd people call in person,
nam's northern quarter and in
completed his scheduled for Thursday at ten and Richard Oliver; two sisreports.
lander has become renowned some to scoff, some to seek babies, hoping to kW the baby the Mekong Delta that cost the Richard Crenna
Wives" at a.m. at the chapel of the Max ters, Mrs. Adelle Duckworth and man Industry
"Elfictors'
in
role
Jesus.
'*5
in many parts of the world as" help. One of those who came
H.
Churchill
Home
Funeral
with
the
in
Americans
four
Mrs. Alice Pool; Live brothers,
Columbia and immediately
He believed Jesus was athreat lives of
a man who "sees" or "senses" as a skeptic., author Jack
north and 10 South Vietnamese took up duties as partner and Rev. H. D. Lax officiating.
Allen, Eurie, Wallace, Charles
things ordinary mortals do not. Harrison Pollack, wrote to his power. Jesus wanted to in the delta
Interment
in
be
will
the New Edgar, and J. P. Oliver; eight ' The Everglades anhinga, a
Thomas
large`se,aterbird, can swallow a
He has been in great de- "Croiset the Clairvoyant" in bring people together, to God. Viet Cong and North Vietna- producer with Danny
Providence Cemetery with the
sunfish
mand as a finder of lost child- which he refers to him as Matt. 23:37: "0 Jerusalem, Jer- mese losses were put at 40 in the latter's new series,"Make arrangtments by the Max H.1grandchildren.
Room for Grandaddv."
how often would I
ren. by. "sensing" ,or ..."steing" "The Miracle Mafi of-Unhand" usalem,
dead, all in the delta.
what might have happened to and "The Man Who- Mystifies have gathered thy children to- Field reports from U.S. 101st
gether". Jesus also spoke against
them or where they might be. Europe."
among relig- Airborne Division troops operatHe says he has been asked
Croiset found his alleged the power struggle each others ing in jungled mountains 26
to use his loo chic senses to powers early in life. When he ious leaders to get
miles west of the old imperial
find some si I missing child- was 15 he says. he "saw" his awn bers. Matt.23:15:"Woe unto capital of Hue, 420 miles northr
land
and
sea
compass
you,...ye
ren and he figures -he has father fall down in Amsterdam
of Saigon, said two companies
helped locate about 400 - lost, while he was himself on a to make one proselyte".
of American troopers were hit
Avery Courtney
strayed or abducted. .
in the same vicinity Tuesday
farm miles away. He hurried
522 Brookside Drive
roiset does not claim _au= to Amsterdam and arrived to
four hours apart.
Del Monte
303 can
Mayfield, Ky.
pernatural powers and discour- find his father had died two
One company lost three dead
ages the idea that te has them. hours earlier.
and 19 wounded. The second
was hit 750 yards to the south
"I see it like this," he told
Later Croiset ran a fruit
with small arms and racket
a UPI reporter. "We human and vegetable shop. Here his
grenades that killed one Ameribeings are in contact with our powers were of no help and
(Continued From Page 1)
can and wounded 15. Commufellow humans whether or not he went bankrupt
nist casnalties were unknown.
we are concious of the fact
t
to
effort
board
new
a
make
During the Nazi occupation
lain no wonder man. I am of Holland Croiset said he was unknot an 11-year-old controver Guerrilla mortar fire hit
Tender
differenkkLerhapa, only in my able to give tips to the Dutch sy over whether firemen are American positions in the
twice during the day.
to - -tune in on other Resistance Movement. Soon needed in diesel engines. The region were
a
light
There
bet
Bush
peoçe on the proper fre- after the war -- in 1946 -- order exhausted Nixon's statu- no one was cannibal
300 can
killed, US.
.and make contact with he met Prof. Wilhelm H.C. tory powers in the dispute, spokesmen said
veinhave
meaning Congress might
them.
of the
The American units were said
Tenhaeff, director
Croiset has been called in pioneer Parapsychology Insti- US act if the matter is still to be probing a Communist
Sliced as Mixed Chops
unofficially on crimes all over tute at the University of unsettled two months from buildup in the area, military
Kraft
lichen
can
300
the world. In some of his Ctrecht who has intensively now.
The action prohibits strikes sources said.
cases, ranging from murders to studied him ever since.
4
1
/
B52 bombers
or
lockouts on the part of any American
plane crashes, he has been
Tenhaeff had Croiset sub- union or carrier for the length dropped at least 360 tons of
praised for his effoae,Insciiie mit to tests by scientists of of the cooling off period. .This bombs on suspected Communist
he has drawn a blank-ineh other European nations and in provision was aimed at ending concentrations in the western
as the kidnapping of rancherHi-C
46-oz. can
States. Prof. Hann the possibility of a nationwide mountains of Quang Tri and
financier Oliverio Lan Boren° the United the Parapsychology lockout by other railroads, a Thua Thien provinces, in the
of
Bender
in Columbia and the disap- Research Center at Freiburg threat which the railway labor far northern reaches of the war
pearance of Mrs. Muriel McKay, University in Germany was conference leveled after the zone
South Vietnamese spokesmen
Wife of a British newspaper quoted as calling him "the strike began.
executive in London.
Some of the affected rail said a militia unit in the delta,
most remarkable subject I ever
"I had no concious feeling tested."
service returned to normal supported by artillery and
Emge's Veri-Thin
helicopters, killed 40 guerrillas
I was on the right track in
Croiset has something he shortly after Nixon acted and but lost 10 dead and 13 wounded
those caws," he said.
calls "The Chair Test" which the three Carriers made plans
Croiset takes no fees for he has performed repeatedly to return to their regular Tuesday 70 'miles southwest of
thew "special caeca" whether before expert witnesses and freight and passenger schedules Saigon.
Welch
South Vietnamese infantry
or not he is able to produce assertedly under the most today.
reported
23
killing
Communists
walkout
The
stranded
had
--Qpr Own
a result His main source of exacting scientific conditions.
'cup
in
Washington, ie the Cambodian Parrot's
income is his work locally as This consists of describing in commuters
region
Beak
Tuesday
with
D.C., perishable produce in the
a "natural healer."
detail before a meeting takes West and coal shipments in losses of three dead and 25
place the person who will sit Kentucky. In all, about 82,000 wounded.
280 two-ply sheets
In demand
New Family Size
Newspaper offices in Hol- in a seat ,number chosen at rail workers were involved in
land, especially those of such random by a disinterested par- Alabama, Arizona, California, appointed later by the Labor
worldwide agencies as UPI, are tYFlorida, Illinois, Indiana, Ken- Department. Livingston. a
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland, professional mediator, previousaccustomed to getting urgent
Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, ly had been inyolved in the
'message* from abroad asking Lanny bulk
West Virginia, Texas firemen's dispute.
Oregon,
reached
how Croiset can_be
Flavor-Kist
HOLLYWOOD (UP1) -'
The fact-finding board will
Utah.
and
for .dvice. on 'how to locate
Art Carne' retutns In movies
Isixon ' appointed Frederick have 30 dates to report to the
a missing mittionaire or a child for a slap role in 7Velentines' Livingston a New York lawyer White House and the two sides
BON BON ASSORTMENT
or to help solve a murder case. Day," starring Doug McClure to head the emergency board. will have the second 30 days to
In addition, letters arrive at Universal.
Two other members will be negotiate on the findings.
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Dutch clairvoyant

It's all in tuning in
on people, he says

Otho Oliver Rites To
Be Heid On Thursday
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AT TORONTO The area I and It wings near Toronto, -Ont., airport, is sealed
KANE WitECKA04 SEALEb
ponce. All 99 passengers and Mlle crew member, died: The
oorstaining the *coffered wreckage of an Air cantina Des
attempting to ian1.
fir! and shedding_ two engineN
Montrent-to-Los
jet that crashed. iitreanUng.
• Angeles jetiiner was
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sire of the
Lexington.
progenitor

WITH COUPON

LB.

BAR-8-WE

REELFOOT SMOKED
6 to 8
Avg.

GOLD DOLLAR Canning

GAL.

490

LB

LB.

I
"
'
BAR

PURINA

— Rest Ger38 per cent
generated in
by nuclear retute of Gerorts.

1-13.590

ENDS & CENTERS MIXED

CAN

•

anhinga, a
can swallow a

ARMOUR

VIENNA SAUSAGE

TEENIE

303

TALL. CAN 690
-----

JELLY

APPLE

Ill

JOWLS

JBA,c:z 290

BL ACKBURNS.

$1

ARMOUR SKINLESS
12 OZ.PKG.490
OLD FASHIONED
BY THE PIECE LEI.

SMOKED

CHIEF

-

13-11- THE

LS.

BOLOGNA

CHICKEN PARTS

BREAD TISSUE HENS

2

U. S. INSPECTED GRADE "A"

WALDORF WHITE OR ASSORTED

MISS LIBERTY

4

20 OZ. 39c
LOAVES

OVEN
READY

ROLL PACK39C

UNTS FRUIT

4300

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS
FRESH
LIVER LB. 89c

LB.

STEAK.
1

•

CANS I

4 to 6
LB. AVG.

.S. PRIME
ROUND
LB.

Ilk

59' OLIVES
29

12 OZ. CAN

FOIL

REYNOLDS
ALUMINUM

25 FT.
ROLL

HASSE
(TWIN PACK)

t AARD REELFOOT

2
4 13,4,19t

30z
Jars 69C

oanoanr

aituaitut.

2L5.
OR MORE

LA90

T
A
O
R
c
.
A
49
E
PS
I35C
PuREx
CH
BLEA
$1"
R BAKE
25

xChicken Salad
x Pimento Cheese
U .S. PRIME
CHUCK

PACK

H
l
iC

FLOU
SHORTENING

MASTER

45°

JOHNSONS

GAL.

LB.

-Ni9c
SNOW4D2RolFzTcA

OIL

WESSON COOKING
OZ BOTTLE

59

C

t
A689
B
B
L
2
E
SAUSAG

xHam Salad
lean Salad

FIRST cur
49c
LB.

10 ,OZ. PKG.

cup

99

WE HAVE FRESH STORE MADE

COUNTRY STYLE

MISS LIBERTY

TWIN

LB. 59c
LB. 59c
LB. 59c
LB. 23c
LB. 10c
FRESH
GIZZARDS LB. 39c

FISH STICKS
DINNERS

TRADE WINDS Lac
14 OZ. PKG.07

Ac
AV
z. pKG.4
MORTON ME AOT

WATERMELONS ORANGEJE AM BURGER BACON

ettg45*

6.
; _
OG
D (YA°Nzss5 11)1649c"PEACHES
F 49'OouR
G
O
D
PICKLES
FRESH

acks

GUARANTEED RIPE

60Z; S-1

ADAMS
FROZEN

89C

GROUND

CANS

FRESH

SYRUP

PT"
B
LE
F;
A
0
4
CRIFFIN2W
c
OTTLE39

ES
PI
ICE CREAM

APPLE

TURNERS
MILK

PEACH

piApER "
TowEt-07W

;,/

BLACKBERRY
200Z.

GAL.65
GAL.43C

IBE R TieCOUP N
IA
WITH THIS
COUPON Tob. Ext.
55.06 Add Purchase Milk &
13th
JULY
AFTER
VOID

HOME GROWN

LBS
FOR

FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

THIN SKIN

20 LE3BA-G 99t

laBERG'L AR Gilt AD

PET RITZ

FESTIVAL

ICE

CHARCOAL

LB.

29c
LEMONS 039C POTATOES 2BLA8.35t
c
19
3J100 LETTUCE

BLUt SE AL

HOLIDAY SWEET

ENDS & PIECES 1
9C
SLICE

49C

SAUCE
CATSUP

160Z.
HIENZ BAR.B.0

EACH

39c poRK I

E
Z
SI
300
39c BEANS 3
SHOWBOAT

CANS

HUNTS2001. BOTTLE

LIBERTY COUPON

EGGS 2doz.49c
WITH THIS COUPC)PF-...
$5.00 Add Pur. Exc. Milk & Tobbaco
VOID AFTER JULY 13th.

GOLD WHIP

a

10 LB BAG LEADER Self-Rising MEAL
VOID AFTER JULY 13th

290

L IBE IY COUPON

VERTY COUPON

50 TRADING STAMPS 50
WITH COUPON AND PURCHASE OF A

OT.

I

50
50 TRADINkiSTAMPS
N AND S3.00

WITH THIS COUPO
OR MORE PURCHASE FROM DRUG RACK
VOID AFTER JULY 13th.

33-

PAM FOURTEEN

New HEW Secretary
Takes Over Hot Spot

training

A pinball machine
subs for text books

S.

can't pile $50 Killion in social
programs on top of one man
and expect him to dcs,stfell."
A major. reason for the difficulty the job entails is that
HEW's activities encompass so
many hard core problems, like
school integration, urban rectal
conflicts, campus unrest, drug
abuse, rising medical costs and
many others. Beside them, dispensing social security benefits
to millions of Americans is a
breeze.

isseorreftleANEAN
•EA

1

20

0

SALT

paasru

MILES
PORT
SAID
ste

ALEXANDRIA

POST
D
•f UA..eit4

By JONATHAN EDWARDS
Central Preaa Aasociatiosi
Corresportdent 44
SUEZ CANAL
WASHINGTON --- Elliot L.
Richardson, the new Secretary
•
of Health, Education and WelIL OANTARA
fare, heads a departtnent whose
activities affect virtually every
man, woman and child in the
country. No one in the government envies him his job.
HEW, as it is generally
known, has had eight secretaries since it was formed 17 years
•
•
•
rr.allO
CAIRO
SOVIET
ago. Compare this with 17 sec- :BECAUSE of the numerous
.
,
in4\
HEADQUARTERS %b..
retaries in the Department of'problems that face HEW and
Agriculture's 108 years of ex
(i\,&
15/
. N.2
0e/
the multiple groups within it
"‘,./
istence.
1111010111
that often compete with each
HEW is so vast, so cumber- other for fluids and attention.
the department has been filled
with dissension. Finch's administiation had more than its
RUSSIAN MANNED AIRFIELDS
share.
During Finch's brief tenure, it
SAM 3 SITES
witnessed the resignation of
66N1
lei) SUE F
Herbert L. Ley, Jr., Food and
GUNS
At
Drug administrator. and the
dismissal of James E. Allen,
commissioner of Education; Dr.
MISSILES FROM MOSCOW fired by SoViet military advisers are zooming up at Israeli
Stanley F. Yolles, director of
planes from these sites in Egypt, says Lt. Gen, Haim Bar-Ley, Israeli chief of staff. Not
the National Institute of Menso, says Cairo. Shaded aret near Suez Canal is a missile zone 15 by 30 miles, says Bar-Lev.
tal Health; Dr. Joseph T. English, administrator of the Health
About 7(X) babies are born
Rights.
ing agency ever had. He will
Services and Mental Health AdRichardson was regarded at need all of his considerable with birth defects in the United
ministration; and Leon Penetta,
the State Department as one of managerial talents to cope with States each day, says the March
director of the Office for Civil
the best managers that sprawl- his new assignment.
of Dimes.

Finch, whom Richardson succeeded (Finch ,heing moved to
1the White House staff, had an
under secretary, a (*pay tinder
secretary, and seven assistant
secretaries to help him run the
department.
Finch lasted about 17 months.
When he took the job, he knew
what he was getting into. He'd
been warned by Abraham Ribicoff, HEW secretary under
President Kennedy. who lasted
s18 months and then went on to
the Senate.
-He knew, said Finch, that the
job could be "a political mine
field,-but also that HEW Was
"where the action is . . . the
toughest and most challenging
job there is." Perhaps that's
why Richardson, who was'doing
a good job as under secretary
of State, took it, because-it
posed such d rtialletioge, -or peerhaps President'Nixon just timid-ed his arm and said, "You're it.'A
,,..'• 3 •

A Buffalo RouiidupSo1ves . Pr m
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1969 DATS'
nice t

1969 DATS
Car.
$2,595

1968 DAIS
to chi

1967 DAIS1
ceptio

1967 4-Dooi
condit
$995.01

1967 4-Dool
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$995.6
•i•

1967 4-Dool
dio,
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By KEARNEY BOTHWELL ber of points, uepending on
how long it took to select the
EDWARDS AFB, Calif.
right answer.
(UPI) - Most students would
rather play games than study -- Maximum points
so Air Force Lt. Col. Reagan
Reading speed and good reH. Beene Jr. came up with a action time help compile a
device that combines both and higher score since the faster
that may help save a pilot's the right answer is selected,
life.
the more points it is worth.
It's a machine, nicknamed
The maxim um num ber of
"The Pinball Quiszer" which pints a student can score on
was modified from a "Com- four questions is 940 -- if he
puter Quiz" machine Beene answers all four within four
PRESIDENT-ELECT of the Nasaw in a bowling alley.
tional Education Association
seconds. If he scores more
"Americans are notorious than 700 points on the first
is Don Morrison (above of
for trying to beat machines, four questions, he is advanced
San Diego, Calif. Morrison,
noted Beene, the simulation to the "genius" category and
44, a social studies teacher,
chief for the Air Foefe's Aero- gets an additional set of four
was elected at the convenSchool
Pilbt
space Research
questions with a maximum
tion in San Frtincisco.
here.
'possible score of 1,880 poiaq„
.
.
'n-test pilot's job es
4
Sonic- -Veteran test- OMR'
Finnish furniture trade
beat machines, namely air- have scored the maximum.
planes, so that others may fly
A total of 1,200 questions,
HELSINKI (UPI)
Russia
them safely and with a tho- 300 for each of the aircraft bought almost one-third
of
plane-'s
rough knowledge of a
categories, were prepared by' Finland's furniture exports in
'limitations."
instructors at the school, for 1969, The Wade Ministry reSo he searched until he warded to the manufacturer ports.
Total exports were 65.5
found a manufacturer who and placed on 35 mm film
million marks ($15.6 million)
could outfit the machine with for storage in the machine.
and the Soviets'accounted for
aircraft questions. The device
"I can't think of .aobetter about 32 per cent. Then came
was installed in the flight way for a pilot to review his Sweden,
31 per
operations raben last October, flying 'knowledge or to just Germany, 10 per cent, West
cent, United
at a cost of $1,613.
find out how much he has States 8.per cent and Denstuthe
the
game,
start
To
lost," said Capt. Richard A. mark,4.5 per cent.
dent pilot pushes a button, Solern, 30, one of the stu*5*
which causes the board to light dents. "And, somehow, I
up. One by one lour questions really like the idea of putting Dank& textile exports
COPENHAGEN (UPI) oui stiociftetype of aircraft your wits against a machine
we flashed on the screen.
much more than I do reading Danish textile exports increased 26 per cent in 1969
The categories for the quest *--s technical order."
to 1,275,000,000 (Ii) crowns
bons are airplane designatiom (6170 million).
for the F104, 138, B57E and
'Elliot E. Richardson
* * *
T33A.. They cover emergency Better oyster outtoolt
some,
so
engulfed with seemingprocedures and general know- _ SFS' __BRUNSWICK,
Ty—iinsolVable - Problems that
ledge- of -the- TOT - A Rutgers University
Richardson's
predecessors durSay the question reads:
CHICAGO (UPI)- Govern_marine biologiist, Harold Ft.
"The 138 canopy breaker Haskin. has reported that re- ment figures show that nearly ing recent years have gotten
out as quickly as they. could. A
hook is:
cently developed stocks of di- 6.5 million clerical and allied government conglomerate with
A. Located on the left sease-resistant oysters can help workers produce paperwork 108,000 employees, its budget is
canopy frame in each cockpit. restore the ailing oyster in- every working day, reports A. expected to reach $85 billion
B. Used with the right hand dustry to health.
B. Dick Company, manufac- in the 1971 fiscal year, second
only.
New Jersey oyster fisheries turer and distributor of copy. only to the Defense Depart• were nearly wiped out in the, ing, duplicating, audio-visual ment, which spends some $71
C. Used in all emergency
annually
late
1950s when heavy har- and electronic printing and dis- billion
exits on the ground.
HEW has grown by leaps and
vesting and a parasite known play products.
LI Best used with a tribounds and so have its prob* * *
as "MSX" cut annual producangular pattern of blows."
lems. Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby,
the first secretary, worked with
Pushing button A :eves the tion to 167„,000 pounds, down
-HOLLYTVWD (UPI) - a budget of $7 billion_ By 1965,
student his score on the ques- from 6 million pounds.The industry has recovered
Walter Matthau, who won an the budget had grown to $25
tion and 'brings the next to the
Academy Award for "The Odd billion and in the past five years
screen. There are 'four ques- somewhat, but current prothan doubled.
tions in a series. If the answer ductions 111 till only 10--to 15 -Couple, will star in "Plaza it has more
•
• • •.
Suite" at Paramount with
is right, bells ring and the stu- per cent of the early 1950s
. MRS, HOBBY had two asArthur Hiller directing.
dent is awarded a certain mim- average.
sistant secretaries. Robert F.

1966 DATS
Two 1
$1,095

.3
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TALE

1968 OPEL

1965 VW. 1

1964 VW. 1

1963 VW /
1966 SI1MC

OViT
per g

We Will Close Wednesday At Noon To Prepare For This Sale

1965 FORE
Door
steer
air cc
'Shot
ance"

1964 FORE
Hardt
urnn.

SHORT SLEEVE DRESS SHIRTS
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS
KNIT SHIRTS-BERMUDA SHORTS

1964 GERI
Ha
. .rdtd

PRICE

$695:0

1187 MERI
Mag
justat

engin

11.595

1963 PONT
Door
trans!
25 nit

103 CHEI

Door.
gine-

PRICES IN OUR BOY'S DEPARTMENT
ARE SO LOW YOU MUST COME
SEE FOR YOURSELF

Lassite

I
7.•

— Open

SycA

,

4

RIBIGOFF told Finch it was
"a dead-end job." Said the Connectiertit senator: "It has ndth-'
ing,'to• do with the man. No
;.;..„
matter how brilliant he is, you
.`..Ssiir 1

/
As this photo, Nihon in the Lake RItrerkide Buffalo Park, shows, protesting a newly-born buffalo calf swami to be a group rosponstattirv.

'

•S

FOUR-BID
t-rick hoax
8115 mat
ply at Led

-Trusty. trucks'

2-ELEDR001
hall and
Call 753-39

`A\ FRANCISCA/ (1.-P1) -

- Trucks transport' mute than
irig contentedly as Aheitolorful- 90 per, cent of all
livel•tock to
ly-garbed horsemen refde.quietlY leading markets
in
up over the ridge hde. It was a. sutra,. according the I niteci
to the Nathr41411tir seen° "764gl't out
tiOra Automobile Club,.
the Old West.
'Webb's wraakiers approached 4

T

ail PRANK DATNOW
Central Pruts Aasociatton correspos.4es1
LOS ANGELES-When Bob Beaumont set out to convert a
rolling Southern California valley into home sites,beimmeniQtaly
ran into a problem with "squatters." Already on the 3,500-acre
area was a herd of a dozen buffalo. These were' honest-to-goodness, mean-looking, shaggy, wild buftaki„. _
eissidikaisigsbiost of the
This particular part of Riverside County, California, is sparsely men on this job had ridden on
populated and adjoins the Pechanga Indian Reservation. As a a huge herd of' buffalo tor,the
result, the buffalo for as long as local residents can remember movi e,"How the West Was'
have roamed freely. No one bothel'Ed them and they apparently Won.V They knew what they'"'
bothered ri0 one, either.
could and couldn't do with the
However, Beaumont had plans to develop his land into Lake befitse Onts thing not to do is
.1,rsksIe Estates, a residential project with, ranch style homes,
y stack push them When they
power mowers, swimming pools and car ports. This would hardly don't want to go
wouldn't mats,'
be an environment suited for wild buffalo. It at
seprospective residents; oissLake
"BUFFALO don't drive like
Rii
,erside fstates wild about being what it is today, mounted
-Ns/
cowboya 'aren't found hanging cattle," says Webb. "These anibuying.
mals have a mind of their own.
Clearly Bob Beaumont had to around town much looking fo
You just stay back and ease
do something about the buffklo. work. As a results Beadmont
g. wite-- -!ern, -If they stop,He didn't Wahl "tio ileattoy -tfir had to can hi-Ma'Webb Of
you stop_ YetritOn't go up beherd of fine-looking beasts, of Hollywoods..Ne hasitt perm
hind a buffalo yelling and slapcourse. He didn't even want to ataff of expert/ cliwboys:and
ping him on the rear like you
ship them off to some other re- cowgirls.
do with cattle. No sir, you take
They workAhainly in, western
mote corner of the tate Still,
It .easy and use psychology."
if they remained on the site, movies and television filitzs.
That's the way It was at the
they could come -out second best While they know all about camin a dual with a bulldozer some era angles and movie making, Lake Riverside Valfey.round-up.
each in also an expert .at his It took the wrangler crew nearafternoon.
• • •
tsa
So Webb' cowhands took ty four hotfrs to ease tHe buffalo
herd- over the hills, 4orn into
e buffalo-round-up job.
FINALLY. Beaumont decided o
ot
lig•ftgify recruited, how.: the viilley and rmairk Into the
'
T ti I s
LINDY HONORED.
to fence off a section of his
iloseup study of i"'harli A
1"41 :
'property and make it a buffalo ever, were horses. "Some horses-"
Lindtiergh
was made rt
• pasture. The only rub was that arescared silty of buffalo,' -Tpers was.iiiirife"roticern
"'''
ste_huffalo were outside ipie Webb Said as he saddled up, his that pointliow well The
Washington during
ere:
beingsist:
miles away In the Ma own mount. "They.get ortessetijff„AgrdsissOulci
monies* -hassoring hien -for We'
though
intention
of
OT—L
a
and
even
there
won't
go
near.
ride
fences
no
dearly
with
conserva tion
eoritriinit'ono
was plenty of room to roam.
l't1ntine down to the co11.0 on 'You have 'to just find horse-*
_
three
lintherieri
Ifttor
Irtlifts.flaiml
.'8
"TWPITIONVes'iglosserttr•
----7shared the honor with Sen.
So. the .round-up started eiir-AtTit"%t's of the herd, however They
,wranglers
hire sonic
•to 4.10
tienty M. Jackson, ii_ttsisg,
-tip.
(saves
a
isive
week
1101411d
ly
line
Saturday
this
birth
to
morning
a
organise
and
_
vg,,tt
Liatett_noto:u.-ax
epeends-znes.drivffttleisss,-assses.ssasss
••
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NEW DATSUN
TRADE-INS
I'

DATSUN Pick Up. Real
nice buy 31.595.00.

1969 DATSUN 2000 Sports
Car. Red. 7.000 miles.
82,595.00 (63,295.00 new).
Oil DATSUN Pick-Up. Two
to choose from. 11,395
967 DATSUN Pick-Up. Exceptionally nice. 81,095.
1967 4-Door Sedan. Stick, air
conditioner and radio.
013.00.
1967 4-Door Wagon. Stick, radio, 67 h.p. One owner.
6995,00.
1967 4-Door Wagon. Stick, radio, 96 h.p. S.S., air conditioner. 11,095.00.

r

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

BEAUTIFUL air-conditioned 1
bedroom brick, family room,
double carport, orage room,
pony stable, city water, five
acres, paved road. Near Benton, Kentucky. $26,500. Phone
1402-527-8197.

CARPENTRY: new or remodeltog. For free estimates call
Healey Bucy 492-8120 after 5
Aug.-11-C
p.

NOTICE

NOT1C111

NOTICE

-7_ JULY CLEARANCE SALE

PROFESSIONAL Painting. Ulterior and exterior. Referencen
Free estimates. Phone 753-3486
July-13.0
TWO LOTS at Panorama Shores.
located on Jacks Creek. Call 436U.
HOME
MOBILE
E
TFNC COMPLET
=89.
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile
WANT TO LIVE in the coun- Home Repairs all makes and
try? One year old three-bed- models. Call day or night. Calroom home, near Almo Heights, vert City 305-7553. Long clis3 minutes to Murray. Howard talons mil collect. Fast efficJuly-13-C ient servioe at reasonabie cost.
G. Bucy, 753-1061.
TIC
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies,
pick of seven. To be register SAWS FILED, lawn mows and ,
ed. Call or see Howard G. Bucl small appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
753-1861, Almo, Kentucky.
July-13-C South 12th Street. Phone 751
ITC
8067.

nit

ENTIRE

STOCK

of LAY EST STYLE SUITS and SPORT COATS - Large
Selection SHORTS, REGULAR, LONGS and EXTRA
LONGS . . .

3670 or More!

REDUCED
ENTIRE STOCK OF FOLLOWING
ITEMS REDUCED
DRESS PANTS
WASH & WEAR PANTS
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
KNIT SHIRTS
WALK SHORTS
SWIM WEAR

FOUR MONTI old Yorkshire FLOOR SANDING and WAboars. Martin Soloman,
log, new and old floors, work
year, Tennessee, Hwy 841, Rt. guaranteed, 25 years experience.
2.
JulY'John Taylor, Wingo, Kentucky,
375-2996EIGHT TRACK stereo tape sy- Route 2, 42088, Phone August-7-Q
stem with two speakers, 15
tapes and case; 3% HP minibike. Phone 753-3792 after
July-9-P
ICWTAfl
5:00 p. m.

,d()%
40%
44%
40%
40%
50%

"PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE"

THE COLLEGE SHOP
214 N. 15th

733-3242

IN THE CALLOWAY CIRCUIT
COURT
Civil Anton File No. 3641
MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY,
VS.
PLAINTIFF,
NOTICE OF SALI
LEE ROGERS and CLIFTON
FINNEY, d/b/a ROGERS l•
FINNE'Y CONSTRUCTION COMPANY. DEFENDANTS
Pureaunt to execution placed
in my hands to satisfy a judge
ment in the amount of One
Thousand Three Hundred Sixty.
Seven and 03/100 ($1,387.03)
Dollars, I shall offer for sale
at 1:30 P. M., Thursday, July
18, 1970 the following demerits
ed personal property owned by
the Defendant, LEE ROGERS:
Sale to be conducted on South
aide of Court House.
1966 Pontiac Bonneville,
vinyl top, power steering.
brakes, and air conditioning.

NOTICE

ANNOUNCEMENT

DR. GEORGE C. OAKLEY
Announces the Opening
Of His Office
For the Practice of

GENERAL DENTISTRY
at
201 South 5th Street
Office Hours By Appointment
Phone 753-8535

Riding Lawn mower, 25" cut,
an horsepower Briggs and
Stratton engine.

On the day of sale bidders
CARD OF THANKS
will be prepared to Pay cash
NOTICE
We wish to express our sinsufficient
with
bond
a
or
sign
Car.
Sport
1600
1966 DATSUN
•,o
gratitude
Mx
Murano.
puppies.
and
TERRIER
HOME
BOSTON
MOBILE
ALL TRACMR equiIIIIINItaall surety for the purchase price cere thanks
NORGE coppertone dryer, one
Two to choose from.
Has beer wormed. wilSolk Sell Or trade roc ne°118 with such bond to be paid with- the friends and neighbors for Broad coverage, low rates. Cell
old.
~be
guaran
under
still
old,
year
11,005.00.
Bieck with white snalitiogs. of equal value. Call 753-8110 m thirty (30) dom.
the food and flowers during us before you buy. Galloway
tee, $75.00. Call before 11:00
, leather
July3C This the 24th fiay of June, the demise of our daughter and Insurance & Real Estate Agregistered
D.
111
ALC
Pah&
s
Julya. m. 753-9226.
OPEL 2-Door. $1,295.00.
rdgistemd. Will mdl remits:Mother ehyrle Stanley. May ency. Phone 7534845, Murray,
970.
AKC REGISTERED Toy Apricot'
July-U-C
gale. Phone 753-1790, TFNC
23 ACRES with deep well an
God bless each and every one KY.
Clyde Steele,
1965 VW. Red, radio. $795.00.
Phone
old.
six
weeks
Poodle,
CALLOWAY of you is our prayer.
pond, new home, electric heat,
SHERIFF.
to
invited
land
cordially
753-P3.30. Also Mr! :mien
CAW AND .CARRY. New
1994 VW. Red, radio. $895.00.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett YOU ARE
COUNTY COURT
bath .and Mentent. See tWO
meeting with
July-1-C
type hial
gospel
Commerci
a
carpet
attend
Lisa
H-1TC
then
Nanney and
miles west of Lynn Gro-e,
deosity rubber beck,
1963 VW. Blue. radio. $595.00.
1TC.: the Coldwater Church of Christ.
turn at Crittenden Store, south
AEC REGISTER= Collie PRP%
July 6-11. Services are at 3
It Heavy slug, $3.96 sq. It
old. Wormed.
NOTICE
IL Roberson.
1916 SIMCA 4-Door. Radio, two m
Also in stock. Big bargain pile, pies, seven weeks
o'clock each afternoon and st
July-10-P
1 owner, up to 35 miles
$1.99 eq. yd. and 11.99 sq. yd. shots. Paducah 443-5503.
7:45 each evening. Mr. 0. D.
July-IC
for anything U pile while it
licKeedree is the speaker.
per gal. $495.00.
NEWLY redecorated house on
July-18C
House, THERMOFAX copying reaebina
Has four large IS YOUR Business for male? leatz Peschall's Discount
Ile FORD Galaxie LTD 4- corner lot.
Kentucky 492-9733. We A-1 condition Can be seen at
Hasei,
attachservice,
t
al
apartmen
confidenti
rooms, nice
For fast
FIGHT FATIGUE with Zippies,
Door Hardtop. P ow er
will be open 4th of July.
Murray Supply or call 753-338L
for income. Reasonably pric- call 471-1930 or write Byerfinded
greet Iron pilL Only $1.98
the
steering, power brakes,
Jely44
July-8-P
Phone 753-6229 or 753-6012. er System, Sikeston, Mo.
FOR SALE OR RENT: House
Holland Drug.
(Serving America for 95 Years)
air conditioner, r ad i o.
July-10•C
July-9-C trailer, 10' x 51', '81 model. 1714' FOLBOT Kayak, (excellent
ra
e
"Show room a pp
Phone 753-7855 or 7534221.
fishing boat) complete with pad
YOUNG married couple needs
Offers an exciting opportunity to operate a business of
LAWN MOWERS, tillers, any
anee". $1,096.00.
August-1-C dies and life jackets. Also: allele
HELP WANTED
ride to Florida before July 13
gas motor repaired. Also your
We are interested in a qualified Sales oriented
own.
your
projector, lenticular projectioa
1E14 FORD Galaxie 500 2-Dr.
good operating conWill kelp on expenses. Call 753person with previous retail experience to own and opeEMPLOYED MAN. Repair type- gun put in
ANTENNA and Rotary, one screen. 35 ram camera, 35 ma
TV
July-8-P
Low
.
d colrefinished
or 753-3330.
and
Hardtop. 3-s
E440
dition
Kentucky.
rate a catalog store in Murray,
writers part time. Training furand some seQuick service. Guar- year old Call mama July-8-1P photo enlarger
umn, radio. $595.00.
for a
return
in
lity
responsibi
ai.oept
to
willing
you
are
I/
_kg
nished. Local interview. Write: charges.
Zig-Tin
person
portable
and
elderly
Wanted;
S. Robertson, 1610 TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, ba- cowries,
Regional Manager, Box 25, anteed. H.
niachine. Call 753-87/11
future in your own business, write giving full personal
and board in my MOW
sewing
room
baby
end
1984 CHRYSLER 300, 2-Door
stroller
by
753-7863.
GlelleldiV, Pa. 15118. July-11-C Calloway. phone
before 8 p. in. or ass at 1014
qualifications to:
Man or woman. Phone 75341.1.
t: Hardtop. Real nice. RaJuly.10-P Phone ,753-0775.
July-9-C
July-844C
Street.
'Nyzi•
live
to
w dio. deluxe interior.
WANTED: elderly lady
than
Less
250.
WACHS
DEAN
EL
YAMAHA
childr,n.
1970
In. No invalids or
$695.00.
8140 TWO BEDROOM house
WIDOW LADY would like to
MAULING
1,000 miles. Must sell. Phone trailer. 12 ft., 14 IL, and 18 ft.,
Part time. Phone 492-8370.
mature lady to share
contact
ry
Ward
Mnntpome
GT.
Y
July-10-P
Cougar
and
Reek
1147 MERCUR
White
July-1-C Gravel Dirt
753-5255.
aluminum boats. Mercury Mark
my home with me. Have new
-Past ServkeMag wheels, Coney admodern home with all convenParis, TeOnesses
POODLE PUPPIES, AKC reg- 24 HP motor. Phone 759-8018.
WANTED: baby sitter, five
Aeon 753-5101
justable shocks, chrome
July-114
Located in southwest
iences
chamold,
weeks
7
weeks.
six
Lstered,
for
week,
days a
et 753-5$65
engine. "A hot one!"
Murray, close to shopping centJuly-10-P
pagne color, two males ad two CARD PARTY coming up' Rug
Phone 7534420.
TIC
;1,595.00.
er. Phone 753-3903 for further
females. Phone 753-5291.
look terrible. Blue Lustre will
July41-C
WANTED: nurses aides to work
Information..
July-9-C make them sparkle again. Rent
MEMORY
IN
went
yellow
the
*here
1962 PONTIAC Tempest 4 In air conditioned building. Exdear husmy
of
memory
at
$1.00
only
r
for
a
shampooe
In
Door Wagon. Real good
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. cab
HOLLAND, Nlich.
perience not necessary. Will
BELTONE factory fresh hearJuly-11-C band, Lilburn Rayburn, who
Big K
FOR RENT OR SALM
over truck camper. Sleeps four.
transportation. Averages
been years since yellow ing aid batteries for all make
train. Experience helpful if faIt's
ago
months
six
away
passed
753-7850.
paare
sick
Phone
they
but
for
$675.00.
25 miles per gal_ 6195.00. miliar with caring
PIANO in Storage. Fine Spinet. God is always close beside me, cars were popular,
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
1967 REGENT mobile home,
H-1TC
tients. Phone Meadovvview Re- 10x55, air conditioned, natural REFRIGERATOR, like new. Commie, stored locally. Reported when my burdens are so hard ba4 now-in a big way.
11163 CHEVROLET Impala 4return. say Rene
tirement Home 345-2116, Farm- gas, price reduced for summer Table and chairs, television, excellent. Responsible person to bear, and He knows bow Door. Automatic, 327 encan take at big saving on low
n color ex- TO l'HE FARMERS of this
July-14C
ington, Ky.
I miss you and my darl- Willis, Chemetro
term. Phone 436-5862 or 753- odds and ends. 209 North 5th
M. L much
Write
impact of area: The Shoemaker Livestock
payment
balance.
the
gine. 8595.00.
reflects
pert,
July-11-P
July-10-C Street.
ing God only knows the Pain
7770.
A C. Mgr., 431 Virginia, J091114 that's in my heart How I long the youth market which sets Company would like to come
WANTED TO RENT
July-1P
auto colors by into your homes by means of
TIMOTHY HAY, picked up In Mo., 84801,
to be beside you, where I know the trends for
CARD OF THANKS
Phone
even shock- radio and television, but we
delivered.
bright,
or
g
field
unthe
demandin
can't
I
part
never
tmfurwill
WANTED: furnished or
GOOD USED electric Frigidaire we
wish to thank each and 492-8142.
We
July-8C
me email operators and after
you
colors.
called
ing,
He
why
nished house to rent. Two or
range. While. Please call 751 derstand
pay our bills and eat, there
we
everyone for the kindness
itself,
repeats
But
past
alone.
the
If
here
more bedrooms. No children.
Datsun
July-E-C and left me
us following the tractor 1963 VOLKSWAGEN, 1969 BSA 6425.
much left to pay for adnot
is
shown
wio
give
we
will
where
yellow
however,
darling I'll join you
Call 753-5242 after 5 p.
But we want you to
accident of Charles H. (Buddy) Firebird Scrambler 650 CC 6 WEEKS OLD black Toy Poodvertising.
some
to
July-O-P
will never part. There we will in a couple of years
July-9-P
- Omit TV 8:00 p.m. Irvin. We especially wish to Phone 7t32-4252.
le and French Pugs. Call 751 be so happy. No heartaches, no -other color as youthful tastes know our prices will be in line
out
with the other nine buying ate,
WANT TO RENT, nice three thank everyone for working
more sorrow. How I long to -shift. he adds.
BY OWNER, 1970 Countess me- 1246 or see at 503 Olive.
Sycamore Street
y.
'dons in this area. We want and
July-8C Inir you call me, Just to say
or four bedroom home, must the crop Last WednesdaCharles bile home, 12:60. Phone 481)* * *
The Family of
need your hogs and will albe large with dining room and
July-9-NC
you. As he awoke each
3601 or 4894511.
14,000 BTU air conditioner. Ex- I love
H. (Buddy) Irvin
ways do the very best we can
den. Phone Mr Shinners, Vana
breathe
.would
I
morning,
for you. Thanks for all you
1TC TWO SETS of Mag wheel toot cellent working condition, $85. little prayer, 0 Dear God plegse
derbilt Chemical, 753-4171, 8:00
FOR RENT
have done for us Ellis and
ers. Phone 753-4516 after 8:00 Lot A-7, Mobile Home Village, protect him, keep him in my Hard d -at the Office?
a. an. till 4:00 p. an. July-1-C
July-10-C
July-13-C
TFNC Murray.
Myrtie Shoemaker.
P. m.
He's 'pee to live AI
Now
care.
(UPI)
OTTAWA
-The
major-.
FOUR-BEDROOM, two batk,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
him
meet
I'll
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
where
Heaven
'w
of
Ity
office'
kers
brick home. 1000 Sharpe Street.
a
use
have
2% TO 3-TON Westingho
GOOD portable typewnter, re
day. Thank you shutter work wék than now
$115 month; Yearly lease. Ap-air conditioner, window unit ady to sell. Also 2 used tennis some sweet
few years we had Office workers, according iCsa
TIC
Times.
and
ply at Ledger
Just like new. Phone 753-5273 rackets, cheap Act Now. 75.'- God for the
I know you will have study by the Federal DepartITC 6737.
July-10-P together.
2-ROOM apartment, kitchen,
no worries in that happy home ment of Labor on working consUilties paid.
ball and bst
above. Wren my life is over ditions in Canadian industry.
- TWO GARRARD turn tables.
TFNC
AUTOS FOR SALE
Call 753-3948.
and my race here has been run,
One Gibson amplifier. One girls
Most office workers spend
car.
Maverick
1070
bicycle.
know I will meet you, when 37,5 hours a week at their
I
door
four
this
ET
By
CHEVROL
1965
90 FT. PONTOON boat.
1066 Fairlane 500 station wag- Wan with
power steering, my work on earth is done.
desks while a majority of non-__
4,or by the week. Phone 753on with air. Phone 753-1497, af- brakes and sir. Low mileage, Missed by one that loves office
July-8C
1784 or 7588404.
wo'rkers-7I per ceht-'
July-10-C
m.
p.
4:00
ter
goOd 'car Phone 753-4516 aftero,ou,
has a 40-hour week, the study
central'
house,
Rayburn
ROOM
Helen
TWO-BED
Wife,
TFNC
EIGHT TRACK tape- player ste- 6•Ofty. m.
ITC showed.
air and heat Available August
dryer.
Kenmore
Also
reo.
-I-?'.
July
1st. Phone 753-8610.
nee JI.E.P, four wheel dd.%
July-10-C
Phone 753-7719.
NOTICE
low mileage, hes two tops. Cell
and kitchen.
NICE two bedroom trailer. Los-BEDROOM BRICK VENEER, sunken den
753-7850
condition.
_ very good
-PAD,
MO
oven.
and
range
built-in
utility,
cated in nice shaded area near
2 baths, powder room,
July-10-P
Prof* 753-2295.
Belmont.
Murray. Phone 753-4645.
1937 CHEVROLET Impala Sport
2-car garage, central heat and air. On
July-16P
automatic, power
17 WEANING PIGS. Phone 435- Coupe, V-8,
GRAND OPENINGTT
conditioning. 37,air
steeds&
living-.
large
baths,
July-10-C
14
p.
VENEER.
5:00
4725 after
3-BEDROOM BRICK
TWO - BEDROOM' unfurnished
ROOSOC tor selling,
miles000
Central
on.
room. Large utility, den and kitchen combinati
apartment, also one bedroom
.•
REGISTERED Angus bull, $300 going to Vietown. See or call
Is scheduled this 5aturday at The Dungeon!
famished. Phone 753-5079.
heat and air. car-putt. 40x150 lot. Built in 1969. On Cats4 years old. Take No. 119, turn Roger Cooper 435-7335.
11:00
until
July 10-C
last
July-10-NC
The auction will start at 6:00 la:reeved
toword Shamrock Resort. Turn
of 4th and
-left first gravel lane. July-10-P
p.m. The Dungeon is located at the corner
FIVE-ROOM house with bath,
as
Van
ED
INSULAT
and
17
den
for
room,
anything,,
Living
having
VENEER.
BRICK
Anyone
M
3-BEDROO
Olive Streets, Murray,,Xy.
electric, hest, 880.00. Also ohs.
OMC 214 tor chassis, liaa
METAL BUNK bed with innetWilson. Auctionbuilt in range and oven, garbage
Wayne
on,
Mr.
combinati
contact
kitchen
find
please
water
Auction
the
troller,
for
-dllY lot
spring Mattress. V'good con- body A4 with metal floor. Ideal
753 9990.
disposal. 14 baths Central heat and air, car port. 1308
sewerage furnished. Phone 751
eer, at 753-3283 or Jim Heisler. Manager. at
dition. Also a Clarinet in good for eootrectars, storage, etc.
10-P
JulyKirkwood
X11 after 5:00 p an
Best
repair.
motor
needs
Truck
753-4943.
Antique
Phone
condition.
We have on hand many bargains, including a
1 rP Offer weer $450.00. Phone 759way..
- the
on
more
with
Suite.
THREE-BEDROOM brick on 312
Walnut Bedroom
2700.
• kitchen, gaIrvan, Phone 492-8283.
2-BEDROOM FRAME. I bath, living room,
NINE 8-week old weaning pigs
Corner
July-7-C
Como early and browse around our Thrift
July-10-C 1959 PONTIAC Catalina, Trrage. 4 acre lot. Martins Chapel Road.
Phone 753-8966.
50C
from
price
in
ranging
clothes
good
. . you will find
power, Standard transmission,
- - TWO-BEDROOM trailer, airbicycle. Looks like end condition. See at Shady
24"
GIRL'S
bath,
1
er.
up.
brick-vene
on
Bechoom
3
15-ACRE FARM with
conditioned. Phone 4883623.
new. Phone 753-8151 or see at Oaks Trailer Court No. 69
July-10-C
utility. 1-car garage. 7 m elisEast of Hazel.
July10-C
South 15th St
217
July-9-P
•
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED TO:
Prisoner takes
iNTERESTEDII
NICE mobile home, private
cam
movie
HOWELL
•
&
ton
BELL
4
1
V-8,
divinity course
ET
CHEVROL
1964
person.
Amgen.
in
oldest
The
•
Yard *70.00 per month. Phone
era, projector. Two yeali-iftI. pick-ep. Lang beeI baps, wide
CALL . .
7(1.1'1), Prisoner'
July-18C
I.ONTiTYX
like new Phase 7E34457 after
Pleitar, fibfrostnt. 061116
•
• The couple that has been married the longest and
Edward Postle is spending two
July-10-C and air conditioner. $900.00
6:30 p m
POE SALO OR LEASE
shortest time.
y can in Ail teliMEJJUreslif/11_
1ula-10-NC
lo.nx 492-8452.
rourse in
dense
• USE: near Robertson school.
- SILVER hatt-thMarrinnt .
hour.
every
• Drawing will be held
Postle. imprisoned for tio:ft
era. Write Box 32-Y, Murray. 19, * PLYMOUTH Fury, V-8, 4753 SOM
Walk to university, 3-bedroom.
153-3213 sip
sedan Real good car.
anti ;raffi ...Vieille% want/v.4o
Make sure you stop by the concesaion,stand and get
Kentucky. State 'price you will
kb4 baths, family room with
ML.* Marriber, we have mane timings!
j16'July-10-P hone-7534316 after 6:00 p_ in
be a par-op, after he is released.
•
Lace. laundry area, large
you a number for ,thee draitingi' Day-TFNC
•
Mt, five, years& old Call 753July-14-C
sa18
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FOR SALE

POE SALE

oat

was sq.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.

nrc

Lassiter-McKinney

afro
SATISFY
S
''RN

rr

WILSON INSURANCE & REAL MATE

Fast

THE

FiloGI:=TEEN

Civil Disturbances Cost -State
Over $131,000 In Military Funds
0'

By Jim - Warren
A FEW TOO MANY
FRANKFORT. Ky. - NationBARNSLEY, England (UPI)
al Guard operations during civil
call
disturbances over the put 15 -When police received a
months have cost the common- Sunday saying "there's a child
wealth over $137,000 according trapped it% a bus," they sent 17
ti Maj. Gen. tarry C. Dawson, policemen, firemen and ambulance workers. They gathered
the state adjutant general.
Dawson said the Department around while one of them freed
of Military Affairs figures in- 7-month old Andrea Burnip's
clude rations and pay for active finger from a fin eelinch toy
duty guardsmen but do n o t bus.
show the cost of fuel and maintenance for vehicles.
THE RIGHT SPIRIT
The two largest oulkays came
FLACKWELL HEATH, Enduring the Lr,uisville disturb- gland (UN) -Pub owner Fred
ans. May of 1968 and the Holstock and the regulars at his
-14PWIfieturbance on the Uni- place
Christmas
celebrated
versity-of Kentucky campus in Sunday -174 days
early.
Lexington. Costs were $119.286
Holstock said it was the third
at Louisville and $15,510 at UK.
year kw their twice-a-year
Dawson says recent federal
Christmas and now it is a
pay increases for servicemen
feature of his calendar.
have doubled the cost to the regular
a bit of a
state because Kentucky law re- "It all started as said they
someone
quires that state active duty joke when
didn't think the brotherly spirit
pay equal federal pay.
lasted long enough,"
Funding for civil disturbanc- of Dec. 25
he
said.
budgetes or disasters is never
"I think the middle of the
ed. The money must come from
to do
contingency year is the right time
the
Governor's
The List
fund or from Department of something about it.
forgotten
Military Affairs funds budgeted Christmas is about
and the next one is too far
for other needs.
ahead."

WEDNESDAY - JULY IL 1970

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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CASSWORD PUZZLE 00Lii

Ansvrer to vessereey'anisda

ACROSS

onounkain
4.Striais

7-Piet. for .
worship
12-Ralter's
product
13•Estst
14-River in
France
15•Coniunctton
16 Feeling
18-Aclual
-2O-legatisie
2? Scottish island
22-Native of
Nigeria
25-Anon
27-Stitch
28 Cleaning
device
31 Ptaces in line
33 Sarcasm
35 Algonquian
Indian
36 Dawn
goddess
38 One borne
39 Left alone
and destitute
41 French for
state''
44 Man's name
45 Skidded
48 Founder of
ancient Persian
religion
51 Artificial
language
52 Domain
550113 Pteqsli
coin
54 Born
55 Item of
property
SO Lair
57 Aeriform
fluid
DOWN

mom mum oar-

3-Formalistic in
teaching
4•Possessas
S-Girl's name
6-Singing
voice (pl.)
7-Vrine cup
8•Language of
"
9-Group
cl 41R4
tame
TO-Later
11-Rockfish
17-Pigpens
19-Hold on
ProlltefTY
23 Wekome
24.1ionor
25-Spagish plural
article
26.A state
lab&
28-Ordinary
29-Native
metal
30 Through

0E1130

MOOL1010 Q3/0 OM
ODO 000 FA -71J
0210.13 01M0 MIL
MAO 000 WOU
1110 12100WW1g WV
1200 WOM M00
OMOM GUM n000

qou moo Qom
on M00 =MEM

MUW113 00SM MR0
02M DOM GIO=

32-Painful
spots
34 Cravats
37 Seasoned
39 Scarf
40 Female
relative
41-Man's
name

UMME:

92 Pedal
'digits
43-Macaws
-it-Mental
image
47-Performs
49-Danish land
division
50 Hurry'

A N

REDUCED

BRANDS: Timely - Curlee
- Cricketeer - Brookfield

ter

Ill

HOURS

til

!!

Sho;-PPirtg Center

II •• 1611 Ott 111.

Reg.'99.95 - - - Now '69.00
Reg_ $89.95,, Now "62.50
Reg. $79.95 - - Now '55.00
- Reg. $69.95---- Now '47.50
Reg. $59.95 - - - Now '42.50

•

DISCOEAT UK G-1iEN1E1844'753464°

9-9 Mal. - Sat.
1-6 Sundials

bdillIfelellihrdarillfdlfdlloMilfd

Ord IA/ hd."

LIQUID PRELL

II

i
II
'I

II

One Large Group 1/
diced To

Ii
II
Si
'I
gi Lit

PAPAW,PAPJ1111.1110.111110911111 P.111 PAPA fort•

_

PRELL
CONCENTRATE

12 oz. - $1.19 Value

680

5 oz. size
$1.59
Value

17 oz.
51.49
Value

III
•.•

'Ii
.11
Ill
.Is•

91c
LILT

low molar

WASH & WEAR STA-PRESS,
CASUAL SLACKS/
Reg.

HOME PERMANENT

S1.49
Value

88

$10 - $12 Values

18

SUMMER STRAW ---HATS
Price

H1I4D & SHOULDERS
PAMPERS

‘.5 oz.- LOTION SHAMPOO

97'

$1.45
Value

Motiltlerx.

HEAD &
SHOULDERS

'I

I'

liead&
Shoulders
111

5 oz. Jar - 1.95 Value

sham .

Visit this Inter=
Richland Join.
land and Maien
real mind snapper.

1/2

.•••

II

However you side
most vexing proble
that is right at the
John Bowker lives.
"U" shaped interse
everyone has the z
and no one has t
way.

Mens

3 oz.
15*
Valk,

Its

MENS SHOES
1/2 Price
SHOES

DAYTIME 30's
DAYTIME 15's
..
9..!...!
.464
:
1
i'
Pe41444111'r8;7
1

One Large Group
of Broken Sizes

NIGHT TIME 12's
NEWBORN Nis

LOW
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON ALL PAMPERS

ONE LARGE GROUP

II
II
III
II

Him puppiEs
*BASS WEJEENS
*BOSTONION LOAFERS Aliliz:Lts"e4ndShCOelso„

II

.1!

g
i

5
°

.!1
!
III

$7.95

Our only solution
uation is to place "
for one-half block
tions.

Many Other
Items
Throughout
THE Store
REDUCED
FOR SALE!!!

II

IN

COMPARE OUR IOW, LOW PRICES
ON PRESCMPTIONS AND SAVE.
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Dear Mr. William
Reading through
and Heard colume
I was suddenly in
as a temporary Ix
of a sort.
Leaping from m3
ned my traffic exp
grabbed the nearer
(they always oom
you 'mei
when
name, but not the
Bowker John 1601
3uumped out of tl
was immediately
my memory.
I then flew to
rushed to the see
you spoke, which 1
ed out to be confut
that Keeneland rt
west, more or less
particular intersec
land is met by t
streets at exactly,
the aame place. Co
the north side o
is South 17th Stre
rying to meet it
Drive from the sot
about&
With my bearin
ordinated, I perms
tide with great in
one stop sign on t
Catalina and the
tion of Keeneland.
er of South 17th
fout
em
Inns
sign pole,
red stop sign.
After assemblin
facts in some sari
began a confused
and after several
. meets I mede my
aloe what
wi
elata
h41
4 assumptio
vacant pole is a
concluded that the
traffic on Catena
tined for this inte
the south bound t
trth 17th also deal
intersection have
way over the ea
bound traffic on I
so heeded for thia
So I present to ;
hams, my decisioi
the next step in
completion of this
to have a stop sign
put one up.
Sincerely
Glenn D. Hi
404 North 17
Murray. KY

Hurrah for you Mr.
your solution. You
sir, come to a a(
sion for this vex:
Some person appar
ed this stop sign 4
to be put up again
puter-upper.

• Button Down Collar • Sport Shirts
Reg.'6.50 - Reg. $6.50 - - NOW '3.95
or 2 for ISO
Now '3.95

SPRAY DEODORANT

SPRAY DEODORANT

Se Pair

DRESS & SPORT SHIRTS

SECRET

SECRET
4 at:
St.',
Value

Reg. $26.00 - - Now '19.95 Reg. '22.50 - - Now '17.50
Reg. '20.00 - - Now '15.00 Reg.'18.00 - - Now '14.00 Reg.'16.00 - - Now '13.00 Reg. $14.00 - - Now '11.50

One Large Group Of

58

4.75 oz.
41.16 Value

-

Reduced For Sale

-

KEN
TOOTIIPASTt

I

1 Group
Reduced 1/3
I

-"art

SCOPE MOUTHWASH
ill IS

Reg. $95.0)0- - Now '65.00
fieg._$W.00 - - Now '57.50
Rg.$75.00 - - - Now '52.50
Reg. *65.00 - - - Now $45.00
Reg. $55.00 - - - Now '37.50

MENS SPORT COATS
2PRICE
ALL *ENS DRESS PANTS

7 oz. - SHAMPOO
$1.15
Value

i • 111**111

50% OR MORE

We Have Over Bought
OUR LOSE IS YOUR GAIN

Diatr. by United Feature Syndic+ e

Seen&IArour
Mumre

Now comes a letter
D. Hughes who
great concentration
on our traffic prob
litieratione are as

All New Styles and Patterns Single aid Double
Breasted Summer Suits Must-Cog

!l!
STORE

United Press

SUITS
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SALE_

ONE LARGE GROUP, 130 UNITS,
MEN'S YEAR ROUND & SUMMER
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1 Tnree banded
a rmadilka
2 Boundary

A

The PA;
Source of
In Murra
Calloway'

If you can figure t
we will present to
fic planner pin wh
of a small stop si
by two wrecked ca
entire, pin containe
old 1932 Packard

Boots And SO
Club Plans Dam

The
Boots an.
Square Dance Clut
e dance Saturday,
eight p. m. at th
Legion Building wit
as the caller.

The dance group
only on the ascot
night of each me
Jul) and -August

NORTH SIRE OrTHE SQUARE

- MURRAY, KY.

Refreshments oil
ed. The public is 1

